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Florida Southern College 
Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) 

 
Be Curious.  Undergraduate Research, Scholarship, and Creative Activity 

 
I. Executive Summary 

The overall goal of the QEP is to increase and improve the undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity for all Florida Southern College students. More specifically, the 
three goals of the Florida Southern QEP are to: ensure that undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity skill development is pervasive across Florida Southern’s 
programs of study and impacts all students; increase faculty development in these areas; and 
enhance institutional support for undergraduate research, scholarship and creative activity. This 
will be achieved primarily by embedding the learning and development of skills necessary for 
undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity in at least four required courses 
within each degree program. As our students move along their educational paths they will 
transition from being receivers of knowledge to independent scholars who have the expertise to 
create original works.    
  
Florida Southern’s QEP developed over a two-year iterative process with feedback at multiple 
junctures from faculty, staff, students, and other stakeholders. Our plan was informed by 
institutional data and the current literature surrounding this high impact practice. It fits squarely 
within the College’s strategic plan, it enhances our commitment to engaged learning, and builds 
upon a strong foundation of undergraduate research and creative activity. Most importantly, our 
QEP focuses on improving student learning. Our students will learn to think critically, 
communicate effectively, analyze information, and synthesize it in novel ways.  
 
Although the major foci of Florida Southern’s QEP is embedding skill development in the 
curriculum, we are also providing additional opportunities for students to participate in 
collaborative projects with faculty, to present their work both on- and off- campus and creating 
new avenues to disseminate student achievements. The QEP assessment plan not only 
includes rubrics to assess the student learning objectives but will also evaluate changes to the 
campus culture and potential influence on attitudes toward undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity. Although our plan is ambitious, Florida Southern is committed 
to providing the additional personal, financial, and structural resources required for the 
increased valuation of undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity. 
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II. Process Used to Develop the QEP 
 
In January 2016, sixteen representatives of the Florida Southern faculty and staff were invited 
by the Provost to form a QEP Exploratory Committee (Appendix I). The committee was charged 
with gathering and identifying a list of QEP topics generated by faculty, students, staff, and other 
stakeholders through a variety of means. Throughout the 2016 spring semester, the committee 
facilitated discussions about possible topics. These thoughtful and deliberative conversations 
took place within the College’s four schools, its departments, and within its degree programs. 
Robust discussions among all the faculty took place during the four spring full-faculty meetings 
as the list of topics was generated, expanded, and revised. An informational session on the 
QEP was held during Alumni Weekend, and multiple student focus groups were created to 
receive feedback. Lastly, an online submission link was utilized to further secure topic 
suggestions. The link to the survey was broadly advertised to all stakeholders via campus email, 
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and other social media.  
 
Throughout the spring semester, the QEP Exploratory Committee discussed the wide range of 
suggested topics with a variety of stakeholders (Appendix II) with the intent of determining how 
each topic could impact student learning outcomes, what type of base activity it might build 
upon and other factors, such as how a topic connected to the Florida Southern’s mission 
statement and the feasibility for its implementation. Then, in accordance with the SACSOC Core 
Requirement 2.12 and Comprehensive Standard 3.3.2, from a set of 12 initial topics the 
exploratory committee selected and further developed five potential QEP topics that had clearly 
amassed wide institutional support from the faculty, staff and students. Each of these topics also 
reflected Florida Southern College’s mission to prepare students through dynamic engaged 
learning to make a positive and consequential impact on society. The five topics were: 1) Critical 
Thinking, 2) Divergent Thinking, 3) Growth Mindset, 4) Undergraduate Research, Scholarship, 
and Creative Activity, and 5) Writing Across the Curriculum.   
 
During the summer of 2016, a writing subcommittee, composed of five faculty members, was 
tasked with developing short (1-3 page) “White Papers” for each of the proposed topics. Each 
white paper consisted of a brief overview, a summary of pertinent research, potential outcomes 
and means of assessment, required resources, and institutional indicators for the need for 
enhancement. The subcommittee vetted the papers for consistency and then distributed the 
papers to the 16-member QEP Exploratory Committee at the Fall Faculty Forum. After 
incorporating the feedback of the QEP Exploratory Committee, the white papers were posted on 
the Florida Southern Portal (intranet) for nearly a month for all faculty to review prior to the 
September 2016 all-faculty meeting. Programs and departments were encouraged to devote 
one of their meetings to discussing the white papers in detail. The time during the all-faculty 
meeting was dedicated to discussions, feedback and comments about the five white papers. 
After the extended discussion and conversation, faculty members were given two weeks to fill 
out an anonymous on-line survey to register their preference for a QEP topic. Ninety-three 
faculty members (>70% of our full-time faculty) registered their preference for a QEP topic.  
 
Table 2.1. A solid majority (60%) of faculty members ranked undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity as one of their top two choices for a QEP topic.  
Topic Percentage of faculty 

who ranked the topic as 
their top choice 

Combined percentage of 
faculty who ranked the topic 
first or second 

Undergraduate Research, 
Scholarship, and Creative Activity 

32 60 
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Writing Across the Curriculum 23 43 
Critical Thinking 20 40 
Divergent Thinking 13 26 
Growth Mindset 12 18 
 
The process was similar for eliciting student feedback from the Student Government Association 
(SGA). Copies of the white papers were distributed prior to the September 2016 SGA 
Leadership Council and the first part of the meeting was devoted to talking about the five topics. 
The students then were given a week to review the papers at their leisure and talk with their 
student groups about them. The student leaders were then asked to fill out an anonymous on-
line survey to register their preference for a QEP topic.   

 
Table 2.2. The top choice of students for the QEP topic mirrored that of faculty. Nearly 40% of 
student leaders (n=87) selected undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity as 
their first choice.  
Topics Percentage of students 

who rated the topic as 
their top choice  

Combined percentage of 
students who ranked the topic 
first or second 

Undergraduate Research, 
Scholarship, and Creative Activity 

37 58 

Writing Across the Curriculum 19 47 
Critical Thinking 17 35 
Divergent Thinking 16 39 
Growth Mindset 0 0 
 
The results of the voting faculty and student preferences were presented and discussed at the 
October faculty meeting. All the white papers were distributed to the Academic Affairs 
subcommittee of the Board of Trustees prior to the November 2016 meeting. At that meeting the 
Board members discussed their ideas about the topics and were told the preferences of the 
faculty members and students. The Board then recommended the three topics – Undergraduate 
Research, Scholarship, and Creative Activity; Writing Across the Curriculum; and Critical 
Thinking to the President and Cabinet for consideration. Later in November, the Cabinet 
approved the top preference of the faculty and students, “Undergraduate Research, 
Scholarship, and Creative Activity.” 
 
In January of 2017, undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity was the sole 
topic of the Spring Faculty Forum. Event breakout sessions were designed to assist the faculty 
to think about ways in which undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity could be 
incorporated into student learning across disciplines, to identify ways to build upon existing 
efforts, and to identify necessary resources and support. This information was collected at the 
end of the forum and was grist for further discussion and consideration. To that end, after 
soliciting nominations, the Provost convened a QEP Planning Committee which was composed 
of faculty members from different academic programs and schools. The Instructional Services 
Librarian, the Coordinator of Assessment and Academic Compliance, and the Associate Provost 
served as at-large members (Appendix I). This committee was tasked with facilitating 
discussions and gathering information to determine QEP implementation needs and 
preferences of faculty and students. The Planning Committee met throughout the spring 
semester to further develop procedures and processes (Appendix II). In between meetings, the 
committee gathered baseline data relevant to undergraduate research, scholarship, and 
creative activity such as current student involvement, the capstone requirements of departments 
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and programs, student involvement in our faculty-student summer research collaborations, and 
the existing support for students who present their original work to external audiences. The 
committee also designed, distributed, collected, and analyzed data from two surveys, one for 
the faculty and one for students (Appendix III). The data from the faculty survey indicated a 
strong preference for implementing undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity 
within the courses required of students in the major. The student survey identified student needs 
and preferences as related to undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity 
learning and areas for potential impact. Three members of the committee (Bromfield-Lee, Hall, 
Harding) attended the April 2017 Council for Undergraduate Research Institute on 
“Transforming Undergraduate Research, Culture and Curricula.” This experience allowed the 
three committee members to deeply reflect on undergraduate research, scholarship, and 
creative activity, to learn from others about best practices, to consider new developments in the 
field, and to engage with a facilitator about plans and ideas for implementation. The attending 
committee members brought back to the QEP Planning Committee many ideas and resources 
for further discussion in light of our survey data. The result was the formulation and approval of 
four QEP Student Learning Outcomes and the development of an identification and 
implementation process for the fall 2017 semester by which every degree program would map 
the four QEP SLOs onto required courses in the major.    
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III. Identification of the Topic 
 

High Impact Practices (HIPs) in higher education are shown to positively affect student learning 
outcomes as well as increase retention and persistence. When undergraduate students engage 
in learning both inside and outside of the classroom, and collaborate with faculty, peer groups, 
and community partners their learning becomes more meaningful and students become more 
successful (Kuh, 2008). In Florida Southern College’s strategic plan “Transformational 
Education for Success in a Global Society,” three HIPs are identified as essential to improving 
retention, student satisfaction, and student success. Objective II, Goal 2 of the Strategic Plan 
works toward an increase in the number of graduating seniors having participated in at least one 
of the following types of experiential learning: Internships, Study Abroad, and/or Undergraduate 
Research. Supporting strategies include implementing a program to track student engagement 
in these HIPs, keeping a centralized database for them, and providing increased opportunities 
for participation to meet this goal. From 2012-2017 Florida Southern made significant progress 
towards its goal of having every graduating senior participate in at least one HIP.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.1. This figure illustrates the number of different High Impact Practices each graduate 
participated in while at Florida Southern College.   
 
Students who graduated in 2016/17 were more likely than previous graduates to have engage in 
at least two different HIPs. However, the growth was achieved mainly by increases in the areas 
of student participation in our Junior Journey/Study Abroad programs. The data suggests that 
there remain opportunities to increase the number of graduating seniors who participate in 
undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity. 
 
Analysis of campus data (Figure 3.2) suggests that there are undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity areas in need of enhancement since less than 30% of our 
graduates completed some type of senior capstone experience in which they utilized a 
discipline-appropriate academic methodology to produce original work. This percentage has 
remained relatively consistent from year to year. 
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Figure 3.2. Student Engagement in HIPs. This figure illustrates the percent of Florida Southern 
graduates who were enrolled in a course related to each High Impact Practice.    

 
The above data indicates that Florida Southern has room to improve in the area of 
undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity. A QEP specifically and intentionally 
focused on this HIP allows Florida Southern to further demonstrate and enhance its 
commitment to excellence in engaged learning pedagogies and high impact practices. By 
mapping QEP SLOs onto required courses in all programs of study, via backward course design 
and refinement, the QEP can reach the entire student population, culminating in the production 
of original scholarly and creative projects. Additionally, students could also participate in 
collaborative projects with faculty, independent research opportunities, and presentations and 
performances beyond the campus at conferences and competitions.                

  
As we began to hone in on undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity as our 
QEP, the QEP Planning Committee identified some preliminary goals for undergraduate 
research, scholarship, and creative activity at Florida Southern to include: 1) curriculum 
mapping of learning outcomes within programs of study which build upon student engagement 
of undergraduate research, scholarship, and creativity activity in the major; and 2) increased 
valuation of undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity by the institution, its 
students, and faculty. Suggested strategies include: 1) institutional expansion of undergraduate 
research, scholarship, and creative activity opportunities; 2) enhanced tracking of student 
participation in undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity across all programs of 
study; and 3) an increase in the opportunities and resources allocated for undergraduate 
research, scholarship, and creative activity.     

 
A quick glance through Florida Southern programs of study in the 2015-2016 Academic Catalog 
indicates that there is inconsistent use of language and criteria for determining whether 
undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity are required of our graduates. For 
example, there are a few majors that require a course specifically called undergraduate 
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research; there are majors that do not require such an experience but students may engage in it 
none-the-less; and there are majors that may not offer any opportunities for undergraduate 
research, scholarship and/or creative activity. There are programs that require an upper level 
“Capstone” course, while other programs require “Senior Seminars.” To further complicate the 
matter, some Senior Seminars may have discipline-specific SLOs that fit criteria for 
undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity, while other Capstone courses do 
not. A QEP focused on undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity would give 
the faculty the opportunity and resources to clarify some of this language, determine its role in 
our curriculum and develop it in an intentional way.            
 
Another example of how increased emphasis and additional resources can help clarify student 
involvement in undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity is related to the 
dissemination of original student work. Beginning in 2014, the Office of the Provost requested 
that departments report information related to the number of students presenting their work at 
off-campus venues. 

 
Table 3.3. Students in 2016/17 were more likely to present their work off campus than 
students in 2014/15.  
    
Academic Year # of students who presented their 

research, scholarship or creative 
activity at an off-campus venue 

# of students who completed 
senior Honor’s thesis 

2014/15 104 15 
2015/16 90 12 
2016/17 198 27 
 

It is unclear if the doubling of the numbers of students who presented their original work off-
campus is an authentic increase in the number of students disseminating their original 
research/creative work or the result of an improved effort by departments to respond to the 
request for information. The relatively constant number of students completing capstone 
projects supports the latter. However, the concurrent doubling of the number of students 
completing our Honor’s program (which requires a year-long thesis project) suggests the 
increase is partly a result of more students completing independent work versus the better 
reporting of information. The number of students engaged in original work is encouraging and 
provides a foundation upon which to build. Resources devoted to the QEP would help obtain 
accurate information as to the level of activity on our campus.   

 
Lastly, we looked to NSSE responses to help us understand the level of undergraduate 
research, scholarship, and creative activity occurring on our campus. The 2013 NSSE contains 
two High Impact Practices questions that directly relate to undergraduate research, scholarship, 
and creativity. They are “work with a faculty member on a research project,” and “completed a 
culminating senior experience (capstone course, senior project or thesis, comprehensive exam, 
portfolio, etc.).” In 2013 (the most recent year from which we have data), 44% of graduating 
seniors reported working with a faculty member on a research project while 74% of Florida 
Southern students reported completion of a culminating senior experience as defined above on 
the NSSE. Mirroring what we have seen from our own internal data, the NSSE data indicates 
conflicting information. It may be that the student understandings of what defines undergraduate 
research, scholarship, and creative activity is broader than that which we as faculty accept since 
our internal data suggests that approximately 30% of our students register for a course with this 
as a topic (see Figure 3.2. above). Additionally, for some departments, the culminating senior 
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experience is an internship which can lead to very similar student learning outcomes when 
compared to those of undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity.    
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IV. Desired Learning Outcomes  

“The most important obligation now confronting the nation’s colleges and universities is to break 
out of the tired old teaching versus research debate and define, in more creative ways, what it 
means to be a scholar.”  (Boyer, 1990)  
 
a. Overview 
The mission of Florida Southern College is to prepare students through dynamic engaged 
learning to make a positive and consequential impact on society. Undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity are recognized high impact practices in which students are 
engaged in their field of study as they contribute to the body of knowledge within their academic 
major. As the Florida Southern community narrowed in on undergraduate research, scholarship, 
and creative activity as the topic of our QEP, it became evident that the best approach would be 
to infuse research skills and creative activities across all undergraduate programs and in 
multiple courses within each program. Some disciplines already have embedded research and 
creative activity opportunities but need curricular enhancements to promote higher student 
achievement, while other academic disciplines and programs are just beginning to think about 
how they might involve students in the creation of new knowledge within their disciplines. The 
QEP Planning Committee concluded that the teaching of these skills can most effectively be 
integrated into the department curriculum by faculty who know best about their discipline. 
However, to ensure an effective implementation and reasonable ability for assessment, we 
recognized that the QEP goals must be general enough so that all disciplines can implement 
impactful changes through their curriculum.   

 
It is our expectation that as a result of the implementation of our QEP, nearly all students in 
every program will be engaged in undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity. 
Each department will propose specific learning sub-outcomes specific to their programs and 
develop a plan for implementation in four different required courses. Though goals and sub-
objectives will look different in each program, the general outcomes are expected to be the 
same and hence measurable by quantitative and qualitative measurements. The committee 
believes that for a more cohesive and effective implementation of undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity, the faculty should choose the courses in which these goals 
can best be accomplished. Faculty will be tasked to make significant and adequate changes to 
courses to enhance methods and approaches which support these goals. Though some 
disciplines have undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity outside of the 
curriculum or have mechanisms to engage some students in it, our goal is to engage all our 
undergraduate students by implementing these skills in multiple places within the curriculum in a 
targeted and meaningful way.   
 
 b. QEP goals 
The overall goal of the QEP is to increase and improve the undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity for all Florida Southern College students. More specifically, the 
three goals of the Florida Southern QEP are to: 

I) Ensure undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity skill development is 
pervasive across Florida Southern’s programs of all study and impacts all students.    
II) Increase faculty development in effective pedagogies of undergraduate research, 
scholarship and creative activity. 
III) Enhance institutional support for undergraduate research, scholarship and creative 
activity.  
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The Council of Undergraduate Research (www.cur.org) defines undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity as “an inquiry or investigation conducted by an undergraduate 
with a faculty mentor that makes an original intellectual or creative contribution to the discipline.” 
Our QEP will develop the skills for a student to propose and/or contribute to inquiry or 
investigations with faculty in the pursuit of their own original intellectual or creative contribution 
to their discipline. It is expected that as departments intentionally develop course-based 
activities to impart these skills, students will have increased success when conducting authentic 
research or creative works, but most importantly students will gain transferable skills which can 
be used long after their time at Florida Southern.   
 
It is important to recognize that the three components of our QEP topic are not mutually 
exclusive – undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity each build upon and flow 
into the success of the other two. For example, in the sciences, the development of creative 
ways to approach problems is vital to developing research projects, while in the arts research 
informs and shapes creative works. 
 
Throughout the development of the QEP topic, it became apparent that Florida Southern’s 
definition of undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity needed to be broad 
enough to encompass how each of these are facilitated across campus. While many definitions 
exist among our diverse faculty within different disciplines, the literature review helped to shape 
campus-wide discussions, while providing a framework for the execution of the QEP topic. Here 
are a variety of definitions found within the secondary literature:  

 
Scholarship as a culmination of collaborative inquiry, research and creative activity 
(Merkel, 2001); 
 
An inquiry or investigation conducted by an undergraduate with a faculty mentor that 
makes an original intellectual or creative contribution to the discipline (CUR 2017);  
 
Undergraduate research is an investigation or inquiry conducted by a student under the 
mentorship of a faculty member which contributes to a high-level intellectual or creative 
outcome (Larson, 2017);    
 
Undergraduate research is a combination of research in the natural sciences, scholarly 
activities in the humanities and the creative activities in the arts (Merkel, 2001);  
  
Undergraduate research as scientific inquiry, creative activity and scholarship under 
the guidance of a faculty mentor (Kinkead, 2003);   
 
Undergraduate research can be a discovery-based learning experience to not just 
design and perform experiments, but also compose and critique works of arts and 
evaluate theories (Zupanc, 2012; Elgren and Hensel, 2006) 

 
Florida Southern College's Working Definition 
We recognize that creativity, research and scholarship are intertwined in ALL disciplines and are 
used by them in a variety of ways to inform the creation of new knowledge. So, rather than 
adopt an all-encompassing definition of undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative 
activity, we decided to take a different tact. We decided to define them individually, knowing that 
each discipline combines them uniquely as students move from receivers of information to 
emerging independent scholars, artists, and researchers.  
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Creativity involves the development of original ideas or work to meet human needs, 
solve problems, and present solutions. It may be thought of as the primary focus of 
research in art, literature, drama, music and dance, but is a required component of 
developing authentic inquiry in all disciplines.  
 
Undergraduate Research involves intellectual inquiry through student-faculty 
collaboration. Undergraduate researchers can propose an appropriate research 
question, find and interpret relevant information, strategically use research tools, foster 
an ethical and responsible approach to inquiry and reflect of results to refine the 
question. Research includes the creation of original work and the interpretation of 
existing work in all disciplines. 
   
Scholarship involves the synthesizing of information gathered through research and the 
incorporation of it into original products such as presentations, written papers, scientific 
posters, exhibitions, and individual and group performances.  

 
c. Student learning outcomes 
The QEP Planning Committee developed four student learning outcomes (SLOs) focusing on 
features of undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity that span all disciplines. 
The SLOs use language that is broad enough to apply to the different methods, tools and 
strategies that inevitably are used among different programs. The SLOs may be viewed as a 
linear arrangement of skills needed to proceed from one level to the next. They may be 
interpreted as equal pieces of a puzzle. They may also be viewed as cyclical as each SLO 
feeds into the others. For example, the development of metacognitive skills is necessary in 
redefining a research project or creative work, while the process of developing skills to 
participate in undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity should help students 
become reflective learners. The language of the SLOs allows programs that foster student 
development of these skills to enhance them. And yet, the SLOs are also written to support 
programs which may be at the early stages of formally developing these skills in their students. 
The four SLOs below allow students from a range of disciplinary backgrounds to achieve the 
same skills although the execution and tangible outcomes will vary.  
 
SLO 1 - Inquiry: 
Students develop components and approaches necessary for inquiry that incorporate the 
formulation of questions, method development, critical thinking, or forms of communication or 
creative expression that are both appropriate and recognized in the discipline. 
Construct discipline specific means of inquiry. (Synthesis) 
 
Expected skills across all disciplines:  
1.1 Determine, obtain, evaluate and communicate relevant information.  
1.2 Develop a hypothesis, position, propose questions or viewpoint and expected outcomes. 
 
SLO 2 - Originality:  
Students demonstrate imagination or creativity by the generation of novel questions, ideas, 
products, or approaches.  
Create novel approaches within the discipline. (Synthesis) 
 
Expected skills across all disciplines: 
2.1 Propose a novel idea, product, work or format and a plan to explore it. 
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2.2 Identify creative and unique topic, develop methodology/framework, and evaluate 
results/information. 
 
SLO 3 - Dissemination: 
Students prepare or produce a tangible product/s (including oral/written/performance) for which 
both the process and results are peer-reviewed, critiqued, juried, or judged. 
Produce an artifact appropriate for the discipline. (Synthesis) 

 
Expected skills across all disciplines: 
3.1 Orally deliver a well-supported message using relevant techniques and language including a 
clear understanding of the content and process related to the project or creative activity. 
3.2 Communicate in writing an understanding of the content, the relevance of work, and the 
process using discipline specific language and format. 
 
SLO 4 - Reflection 
Students reflect on products, processes, and/or experiences connected/associated with their 
original or partially original research, creative activity and scholarship that is appropriate to the 
discipline, posing refinements as appropriate. 
 Practice reflection within the discipline. (Evaluation) 
 
Expected skills across all disciplines: 
4.1 Communicate strengths and weaknesses of project results and develop a rationalized plan 
of action.  
4.2 Develop goals and evaluation of their execution, describing how it impacts to overall project 
or creative work. Question what was learned (skills/knowledge), methods/processes and the 
next steps in a research or creative project. 
 
In the section below we share examples of how two departments plan to integrate the SLOs into 
existing courses for their majors.  
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B.S. in Computer Science 
 
Inquiry 
Course: CSC 1980 Exploring Computer Science 
Assigned Faculty: Dr, Christian Roberson 
Initial Semester Offered: Fall 2018 
 
Originality  
Course: CSC 3380 Analysis of Algorithms 
Assigned Faculty: Dr. David Mathias 
Initial Semester Offered: Fall 2019 
 
Dissemination 
Course: CSC 3400 Software Engineering 
Assigned Faculty: Professor Rochelle Elva 
Initial Semester Offered: Spring 2019 
 
Reflection 
Course: CSC 4899 Senior Project 
Assigned Faculty: Dr. Christian Roberson 
Initial Semester Offered: Fall 2019 

 
B.A. in Music 
 
Inquiry 
Course: MUS 1173 - Introduction to Harmony 
Assigned Faculty: Dr. Brian Brink 
Initial Semester Offered: Spring 2019 
 
Originality  
Course: MUS 3381- History of Western Music I  
Assigned Faculty: Professor Larry Burke 
Initial Semester Offered: Fall 2018 
 
Dissemination 
Course: MUS 3382 - History of Western Music II  
 Assigned Faculty: Professor Larry Burke 
Initial Semester Offered: Spring 2019 
 
Reflection 
Course: MUS 4476-Elementary Methods of Music 
Assigned Faculty: Professor Michael Parks 
Initial Semester Offered: Spring 2019  
OR 
Course: MUS 2251- Aural Skills III  
Assigned Faculty: Dr. Brian Brink 
Initial Semester Offered: Fall 2018 
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d. Desired QEP outcomes 
 
As the QEP topic incorporates undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity with 
students at different levels of engagement in scholarly activities, it is necessary to assess the 
implementation for a diverse population of students each with different abilities and academic 
interests, ranging from skills development at the freshman level to culminating senior 
experiences and projects. Likewise, students can disseminate their scholarship through 
extracurricular venues such as Florida Southern’s Fiat Lux (student scholarship and creative 
activity showcase) and off-campus conferences, in on- and off-campus performances or 
exhibitions, and in academic publications.  
 
Outcome 1:  Undergraduate Research, Scholarship, and Creative Activity skill    
 development is pervasive across campus with higher quality artifacts as   
 evidence of the enhancement. 

a. Students in all programs are impacted by the curricular changes in four separate 
courses, each assessing a different SLO. 

b. Culture that supports creativity and curiosity across all disciplines. 
 
Outcome 2: Increased faculty for developing course materials and assessments. 

a. Professional development opportunities on and off campus. 
b. Faculty satisfaction on professional development sessions will be measured to refine 

the sessions and product outcomes such as syllabi and assignments.   
 
Outcome 3: Increase in the awareness of, and participation in, opportunities for faculty-       

student collaborations (both on- and off- campus) and through programs such as  
relevant junior journeys and internships.  
a. Increase opportunities and experiences on campus and more students applying for 

those opportunities. 
b. Showcase research opportunities for students in academic disciplines in courses and 

faculty-student research and creative activities. 
 

Outcome 4: There is a clear improvement and satisfaction in student development of   
 skills necessary for undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative   
 activity. 

a. Curriculum mapping of QEP SLOs to improve inclusion of creativity and research 
skill development in the classroom. Classes chosen are assessed for improvement 
of student skills. 

b. Artifacts of capstone and other culminating senior projects show higher quality in 
year four versus baseline year. 

 
Outcome 5: Institutional support for undergraduate research and creative activities outside of 
  the classroom. 

a. Increase funding to support faculty-student collaborations and recognition for faculty 
engaged in undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity in and outside 
of the classroom. 

b. Increase dissemination opportunities such as on and off campus presentations and 
performances. 
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V. Literature Review and Best Practices 
 
“Students who engage in undergraduate research learn to be creative thinkers, develop 
objectivity of perspective, and are able to adapt and innovate. For these reasons, in a world that 
grows more technologically sophisticated by the day, we have a responsibility, as both 
educators and as citizens, to ensure that our students are getting opportunities to perform 
authentic research during their college careers.” (Larson, 2017) 
 
There is an abundance of research on the value of undergraduate research, particularly as 
defined by the natural and social sciences. More recent work incorporates undergraduate 
research with creative activities, and there is even some which defines student scholarship as a 
combination of research and creative activities. The most recent research centers around best 
practices for institutional tracking of undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity, 
the roles of faculty members, faculty-student mentorship and types of pedagogies. The Council 
on Undergraduate Research (CUR), American Association of Colleges and Universities 
(AACU), and Project Kaleidoscope (PKAL) have been identified as national organizations that 
are home to, produce, and develop resources that support our QEP.  
 
This section expands upon relevant literature on undergraduate research, scholarship, and 
creative activity in order to support the following areas of the QEP: the implementation process, 
the design of our evaluation plan, and assessment instruments that can help us document the 
impact on student learning. There are many examples in which curricula incorporates discovery-
based and active learning activities to help students to develop the skills necessary for 
successful undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity so that they can truly be 
independent scholars (Elgren and Hensel, 2006). Because the focus of our QEP is the 
development of skills necessary for undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity 
through the curriculum, it is worth reviewing relevant literature on skill development as it pertains 
to our QEP SLOs. 
 
It is the mission of the QEP to develop in all Florida Southern students the skills to take them 
from keepers of knowledge to emerging scholars. As discussed previously, the SLOs stress the 
preparation of students towards developing undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative 
activity skills. Osborn and Karukstis stated that undergraduate research, scholarship, and 
creativity are characterized by mentorships, originality, acceptability and dissemination, which 
are addressed by our SLOs (Osborn and Karukstis, 2009).  
 
a. Undergraduate research, scholarship and creative activity across campus 
Though research and creative activities are currently taking place on Florida Southern’s 
campus, our QEP provides a mechanism to reach all students. Scholarship and teaching have 
often been perceived as two separate professional activities, but Dotterer argues that it can be 
integrated into one pedagogy where teaching and scholarship are overlapping and shared 
processes (Dotterer, 2002). To think of scholarship and teaching in an integrated model 
suggests that students can be considered a part of a collaborative investigative model, rather 
than uninformed and passive recipients of information (Pfeffer et al., 2007). The varied 
definitions of undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity listed earlier in the 
narrative emphasize the importance of faculty-student collaboration which produces original 
work. Infusing undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity into the curriculum has 
limitations in that the one-on-one mentorship is diminished but curricular integration provides 
similar benefits and is more inclusive (Karukstis and Elgren, 2007; Elrod et al., 2010). Under-
represented minorities, low income, first-generation and disabled students often suffer from 
college readiness gaps and lack of role models. Undergraduate research, scholarship, and 
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creative activity can provide for positive mentoring relationships that impact ALL students 
(Falconer and Holcomb, 2008; Potter et al., 2009; Boyd and Wesmann, 2009). Undergraduate 
research, scholarship, and creative activity can create engagement with these students and 
lead to increased retention and persistence rates (Hu et al., 2007; Hurtardo, et al., 2008; Wilson 
et al., 2012).    
 
Willison suggests that to integrate teaching and research, we should explicitly develop research 
skills during regular semester-long courses (Willison 2012). Willison and O’ Regan have 
developed a Research Skill Framework which can be integrated with: 1) our student learning 
outcomes; and 2) our rubrics by our faculty to introduce and build the skills in the classroom 
(Willison and O/Regan, 2007). This method allows students not only to be immersed in the 
content but to learn how the content is developed. This incorporation into courses dictates that 
faculty have to tailor skill development to the skill level of the students in the courses. Novice 
students need clear expectations, guidelines, and orientation to their specific research project, 
while experienced students need broader socialization in adopting the traits, habits, and 
temperament of researchers (Thiry and Laursen, 2011).     
 
Faculty involvement in undergraduate research varies among programs, academic rank, and 
the value institutions place on undergraduate research. Mentoring undergraduates in 
undergraduate research can be made more palatable for faculty in the creative and performing 
arts, who traditionally do not mentor students in research and scholarship, by placing value on 
the creative inquiry process and the process of synthesizing information, towards reflection and 
dissemination (Shortlidge et al., 2016; Lunsford et al., 2016). 
 
Faculty who do not implement research opportunities for their students can unintentionally 
hinder their students’ cognitive development if the model of transmission of knowledge from the 
expert is commonplace (Pukkila et al., 2007). Faculty who would like to embark on curriculum 
reform in the best interest of students may face resistance from students. Pukkila et. al. suggest 
that collaborative curriculum development can offer a solution to this dilemma. Examples of 
these efforts are the Graduate Research Consultant (GRC) Program at the University of North 
Carolina – Chapel Hill (UNC, 2017) and the interdisciplinary scholarly framework of the 
University of Washington (Washington, 2017). Embarking on the QEP as a cohesive entity 
therefore can alleviate the problems of isolation and resistance while providing an opportunity 
for faculty to share a wide breadth of ideas with one another. The GRC program used graduate 
students to convert conventional course projects into research projects. They structured these 
projects for students to utilize discipline specific methods, pose questions, and formally 
communicate findings. Though we do not have many graduate programs, the core idea of the 
GRC is relevant to our QEP.  
 
The University of Washington’s program has faculty of different disciplines create 
interdisciplinary undergraduate collaborations in which they guide 20 selected undergraduates 
to develop scholarly papers/creative works. The faculty create themes under which students 
develop a project. The program evolved from a mechanism to involve students in scholarly 
work, specifically in the humanities, but has evolved into faculty developing instructional 
strategies which include undergraduate research as well as interdisciplinary approaches in their 
teaching and scholarly work. The University of Washington’s program does not include the 
entire campus, but the idea of creating themes provides some framework for our faculty. 
Recommended practices by Pukkila et. al. to provide collaborative curriculum development 
include having clear leadership, multiple mechanisms for feedback, and a framework to monitor 
program progress and resources, and flexibility (Pukkila et al., 2007).       
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Some of the impediments that faculty at primarily undergraduate institutions face in 
incorporating undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity are time, value of 
mentorship, funding, institutional support, student characteristics, and teaching credit (Pfeffer et 
al., 2006; Jones, 2014; Shortlidge et al., 2016). Though the QEP cannot solve these problems 
completely, it provides a stepping stone toward a reduction of these barriers on our campus. 
Our QEP will focus primarily on curriculum changes supported by professional development 
opportunities but most importantly, all programs must implement these changes. We agree with 
Plater (1995) that faculty development should be the “engine that drives a campus mission.” 
Recent national reports, such as the Engage to Excel and Vision and Change, point to faculty 
development as the key strategy for the adoption of high-impact pedagogies that support 
success for all. We are adopting a model of faculty development that pairs the social capital of 
faculty learning communities (Cox and Richlin, 2004; McNair and Albertine, 2012) with the input 
of significant time and financial resources – mirroring what we did in our implementation of first 
year learning communities. Our QEP implementation plan developed out of the understanding 
that a faculty member working alone lacks the time, support, resources, and eventually, the will 
to mount and sustain reform. Transformative change requires collaboration, a coordinated plan, 
the sharing of information and the input of resources. Faculty learning communities have been 
found to increase interest in teaching and learning and provide a collaborative support network 
(Rogan and Anderson, 2011). They empower faculty to clarify learning goals while adopting 
creative pedagogies (Addis et al., 2013) and are a powerful practice for obtaining buy-in from 
other faculty members (Elrod and Kezar, 2016).   
 
Recognizing that inquiry, investigation and discovery are central to both research and teaching, 
it makes sense to integrate them. Using the curriculum as the entry into undergraduate 
research, scholarship, and creative activity skills development helps to mediate the time and 
teaching credit issues. Although there is an initial investment of time to redesign the activities 
and assessments in the courses selected, the payoff is the development of students from being 
consumers of knowledge to becoming independent scholars. Wilson et. al. Cautions that it is 
vital that we remove the hierarchical concept of students’ development into researchers, as it 
constraints how teaching and research can be linked (Wilson et al., 2012). They state that this 
hierarchical view narrows and has a negative impact on learning outcomes. Focusing on four 
SLOs, we can embrace this idea in all disciplines by embedding skill development in a discipline 
specific context. This potentially will have an impact on the culture of our campus as it 
recognizes the degree to which Florida Southern values student engagement and intentionally 
provides a framework in which to develop and enhance teaching that incorporates 
undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity across all disciplines.  
 
b. How students benefit   
There are many benefits of undergraduate research and creative activity for students, faculty 
and the larger academic community. Osborn and Karukstis suggest there are three types of 
benefits from undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity for students. They are 
cognitive and intellectual growth, professional growth, and advancement and personal growth 
(Hu et al., 2007; Osborn and Karukstis, 2009). Naturally, some of these categories overlap in 
the overall benefits to students. 
 
Through undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity, students gain knowledge 
and skills in their disciplines such as enhanced creativity, and skills in critical thinking, 
communication and technical areas. There is also evidence that early involvement in 
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undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity increases retention rates, overall 
student satisfaction, and graduation rates (Crowe and Brakke, 2008; Rodenbusch et al., 2016) 
In addition, there is evidence that increased connections to departmental programs along with 
participation in intellectual activities in the discipline are potential enhancements to student 
learning (Osborn and Karukstis, 2009). 
 
Faculty members within the arts know that without sustained practice and performance 
opportunities their students would not gain the skills they need to be professionals within their 
field. This praxis is so engrained within their disciplines, educational research examining the 
benefits of students performing as they develop their technical skills is extremely limited and 
perhaps even non-existent, as we were unable to locate any in the secondary literature.  Other 
academic disciplines were a little slower to recognize this and with the adoption of 
undergraduate research experiences decided to evaluate what students gain from hands and 
minds-on work. Students gain professional credentials, the capacity to make informed 
decisions, the ability to integrate new knowledge into their existing discipline knowledge base, 
the formation of mentor-relationships, and an ability to effectively work in teams (Potter et al., 
2009). Seymour et. al. found that 29% of students who participated in science research reported 
increased confidence in their scientific research capabilities (Seymour et al., 2004).  
 
Students also report that involvement in undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative 
activity helps to clarify their career paths (Lopatto, 2004; 2010). Participation of undergraduate 
students in research is believed to encourage students to pursue advanced degrees and in 
particular has a positive impact on students of color (Russell et al., 2007; Lopatto, 2007; Elrod et 
al., 2010). In fact, in some fields, the completion of an undergraduate research experience 
and/or thesis is particularly important for entry into graduate and professional programs.  
Though some faculty may feel that student inquiry may take time away from content 
development, secondary research on courses that embed undergraduate research (HHMI SEA, 
Yale Small World Initiative) has shown that students in inquiry-based courses can outperform 
other students (Luckie et al., 2004). Involving students in undergraduate research, scholarship, 
and creative activity can better prepare students for career goals and advanced degrees 
(Seymour et al., 2004). In addition, students can gain the “soft skills” valued by employers such 
as communication, teamwork, critical thinking, and resilience to challenges (Larson, 2017).    
 
Undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity can stimulate personal growth in 
students through the development of curiosity as well as the ability to learn independently. 
Students report gains in confidence as well as communication skills (Seymour et al., 2004). 
Howitt and Wilson presented a project, TREASURE (Teaching Research Evaluation and 
Assessment Strategies for Undergraduate Research Experiences), which introduced students to 
structured reflective logbooks in undergraduate research (Howitt and Wilson, 2016). The aim of 
the project was for students to recognize the importance of understanding the nature of 
research and values on generic skills. Their work suggests that students developed 
metacognitive skills in the process of communicating their thoughts in written form. Malachowski 
argues that if research is student-centered, it can positively impact learning outcomes, affective 
development and student satisfaction (Malachowski, 2006). 
 
c. How faculty and the institution benefit  
Incorporating students into research experiences in and outside the classroom can provide 
intellectual invigoration to existing faculty projects and also generate ideas for new ones 
(Shortlidge et al., 2016). Through an approach which allows faculty to collaborate both with 
students and with other faculty, including those in different disciplines, faculty research, 
scholarly and creative outcomes and projects can benefit, as demonstrated by the University of 
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Washington (Osborn and Karukstis, 2009; Washington, 2017). For community-based research 
projects, faculty can become more connected and invested in the community. In a study by 
Karukstis, almost 90% of respondents viewed this type of research as an opportunity to “give 
back to their local community.” Faculty noted that they were able to blend teaching, research, 
and service rather than compartmentalize these roles (Karukstis, 2005). 
 
While faculty mentoring clearly benefits students it also benefits faculty as well. Noteworthy 
benefits to faculty are the satisfaction in influencing the career formation of undergraduates, 
lowering barriers between faculty and student relationships, and improving classroom teaching 
(Osborn and Karukstis, 2009). Just as undergraduate participation can invigorate faculty 
projects, the mentoring relationship can also provide intellectual stimulation and creative 
thinking for faculty (Osborn and Karukstis, 2009). It can be professionally rewarding to promote 
lifelong learning in students (Malachowski, 1996). 
 
The institution also benefits from fostering an environment and providing resources for 
undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity (Hensel, 2012). Developing a culture 
of undergraduate research across the institution impacts learning outcomes and brings 
‘intellectual vibrancy’ to the campus (Osborn and Karukstis, 2009). The culture of undergraduate 
research, scholarship, and creative activity can therefore promote a community of scholars 
involving both faculty-student scholars and student-scholars. Undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity can bring visibility to the institution from ground-breaking 
studies to highly publicized performances. Being a part of the community, the campus can 
showcase efforts in and outside the classroom that affect or incorporate the community. 
Furthermore, community-based research can also increase the visibility of the institution 
(Karukstis, 2005).     
 
d. Undergraduate Research, Scholarship and Creative Activity as a High Impact Practice 
High Impact Practices in higher education are shown to positively affect student learning 
outcomes as well as retention and persistence. When undergraduate students engage in 
learning both inside and outside the classroom, and collaborate with faculty, peer groups, and 
community partners, their learning becomes more meaningful and students become more 
successful (Kuh and Schneider, 2008). Since undergraduate research, scholarship and creative 
activities was identified as a high impact practice (Kuh 2008), a number of institutions, of varying 
sizes and missions, have developed focused efforts to increase opportunities for students. They 
have done so in a variety of ways with the Council on Undergraduate Research taking the lead 
in its institutes, meetings, publications and other resources. Florida Southern utilized a number 
of CUR resources in the development of the QEP.  

Among these resources is the “Characteristics of Excellence” (Hensel 2012), which provides 
summaries of best practices that contribute to healthy institutional environments for 
undergraduate research success. These include the connection of the QEP plan to the Florida 
Southern’s mission statement, the wide institutional support for the QEP topic, the high level of 
faculty involvement and commitment to the topic and its implementation, as well as the broad 
disciplinary participation and range of student inquiry opportunities which will be made 
accessible to all of our undergraduate students, not just those at the senior level or within 
honors programs.  

Other high impact practices which can be connected to undergraduate research, scholarship, 
and creative activity include Florida Southern's Junior Journey and internship programs. The 
Junior Journey program is open to all students who have completed four semesters at Florida 
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Southern. Florida Southern provides students a free or significantly subsidized trip (usually, 
international) which introduces students to new geographical and intellectual areas of the world. 
Some Junior Journey experiences allow students to conduct research, gather data and return to 
campus with information that they are able to use in a course. For example, during the Junior 
Journey trip to the Andres Island students collected pollen samples and parasites off of lizards 
that were brought back to campus for further analysis. A trip to France that partnered chemistry 
and communication students resulted in students creating their own distinctive fragrances in the 
lab and developed an advertising campaign for each of the unique perfumes. For the past three 
summers, faculty members in music have taken students to Italy to learn opera techniques.   

Every student at Florida Southern College is guaranteed an internship. Some of these 
internships result in student development of advertising campaigns, learning how to analyze 
water samples, and creating business plans while others have religious studies students 
implementing their discipline into youth ministries. Our education and health science majors 
conduct semester-long practices in which they implement discipline-based knowledge as they 
treat patients and teach students. We have an extensive tracking and post-internship analysis in 
place and will look for overlaps with the undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative 
activity QEP initiative.   
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VI. Actions to be Implemented  
 
The overall goal of the QEP is to increase and improve the undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity for all Florida Southern College students. More specifically, the 
three goals of the Florida Southern QEP are to: 
 

I) Ensure undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity skill development is 
pervasive across Florida Southern’s programs of study and impacts all students. 
II) Increase faculty development in effective pedagogies of undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity. 
III) Enhance institutional support for undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative 
activity. 
   

Goal I: Undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity skill development is 
pervasive across Florida Southern’s programs of study and impacts all students 
 
Action Step IA: Integration of undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity 
into curriculum for all major departments and programs of study 
Current environment 
Some, but not all departments and programs, are intentional in building undergraduate research 
and creative activity skills in their majors. As a reminder, our four student learning outcomes 
(SLOs) include: 
 

SLO 1 - Inquiry: 
Students develop components and approaches necessary for inquiry that incorporate 
the formulation of questions, method development, critical thinking, or forms of 
communication or creative expression that are both appropriate and recognized in the 
discipline. 
SLO 2 - Originality:  
Students demonstrate imagination or creativity by the generation of novel questions, 
ideas, products, or approaches.  
SLO 3 - Dissemination: 
Students prepare or produce a tangible product/s (including oral/written/performance) for 
which both the process and results are peer-reviewed, critiqued, juried, or judged.  
SLO 4 - Reflection 
Students reflect on products, processes, and/or experiences connected/associated with 
their original or partially original research, creative activity and scholarship that is 
appropriate to the discipline, posing refinements as appropriate. 

  
Future Steps 
The QEP Director met with the Dean of each of the four schools at the beginning of fall 2017 to 
present the undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity QEP and its associated 
SLOs. She then met with department chairs and program directors to ask them to review the 
SLOs and introduce the process for mapping the QEP SLOs onto their program curriculum, with 
a unique course being identified for each QEP SLO. In spring 2018, the first of four Professional 
Development Initiatives (PDIs) will be offered to assist faculty with backward course design. 
Implementation will begin in the fall of 2018. By spring 2019, at least 75 faculty will have been 
involved in the PDIs to modify 110 different courses to build student creativity, scholarship and 
research skills. Additionally, each program will be responsible for reviewing and revising the 
Academic Catalog description of their senior culminating experience to ensure alignment with 
the QEP SLOs. 
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Assessment 
As part of our implementation plan, a specific assessment plan for each SLO has been 
developed to assist faculty in evaluating curriculum alignment, coursework development, and 
evaluation of work. Annually, each department will submit student artifacts that highlight student 
work for review by a department-appointed QEP Artifact Reviewer (see Goal III below).    
 
Following this review, the artifacts will be submitted to the eight-member standing faculty 
committee on Academic Standards, Assessment and Improvement (ASAI) to evaluate artifacts 
associated with SLOs. The committee members will assess program artifacts for each QEP 
SLO annually starting fall 2019. The ASAI Assessment Coordinators will report findings to the 
QEP Director each fall.   
 
Beginning in 2020, departments and programs will revisit their QEP SLO maps in light of 
feedback from ASAI on the student artifacts and discuss if changes are necessary within 
respective courses.    
  
Action Step IB:  Fiat Lux enhancement 
Current environment 
Undergraduate students are encouraged to showcase their scholarly and creative 
accomplishments at our biannual Student Research and Creativity event, Fiat Lux. Currently, 
these events are held on campus and provide opportunity for approximately 100 students to 
present their academic accomplishments through either a creative work, oral presentation, 
performance, and/or poster presentation. Students across the campus, typically in their senior 
year, participate in these events by showcasing original works within their discipline. Works 
include results of research, theses, and special class projects. Recent presentations have 
included topics ranging from corporate responsibility, feasibility of solar energy in Florida, 
improving the understandability of Shakespeare for middle schoolers, to microbes found on 
hospital privacy curtains.   
 
Future Steps 
Under the undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity QEP, Fiat Lux will be 
expanded to provide greater access for student participation. This expansion will occur in year 
one of the QEP implementation by extending the current half-day program to a full day. This will 
allow twice as many students to present, which should accommodate the anticipated increase in 
student undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity within the classroom and 
Student-Faculty Summer Collaborations. The expanded program will also allow a greater 
number of first and second year students to attend the event. To encourage active engagement 
in the day, the QEP Director will work with faculty to develop classroom assignments to 
integrate Fiat Lux attendance and participation into different courses.   
 
Assessment 
The office of the Assessment and Academic Compliance will collect data on the number of 
presentations and performances at Fiat Lux. The data will include each student’s major program 
of study, presentation format, topic of presentation, and the faculty member of record.   
 
Action Step IC:  Increased funding opportunities for student- faculty summer research 
projects   
Current Environment  
Funding for student-faculty summer research projects is currently provided on a competitive 
basis. These collaborative projects provide students an opportunity to work as a member of a 
research team or with a faculty member on scholarship or a creative endeavor. Collaborations 
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typically include one faculty member who mentors a team of two or more students. All students 
involved in the collaboration receive a stipend for their work on the project and are provided on-
campus housing. Students are expected to present their work at the annual Student Research 
and Creativity Day, Fiat Lux. Students who participate in these collaborative opportunities gain 
knowledge and skills associated with authentic research, scholarship, and/or creative activities. 
Currently Florida Southern supports approximately eight research and creative activity 
collaborations every summer.  
 
Future Steps 
Starting in year one of the QEP implementation, Florida Southern will provide opportunities for 
additional student faculty collaborations.   
 
Assessment 
Annual funded projects and the collaborating student and faculty member will be tracked 
through the office of the Assessment and Academic Compliance.   
  
Action Step ID:  Annual publication to highlight student engagement in research, 
scholarship, and creative activity 
Current Environment 
We currently produce an annual publication that highlights faculty research, scholarship and 
creative activities called Vertex. We do not have a publication that highlights student work.  
 
Future Steps 
To further promote undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity at Florida 
Southern, a process of recognizing and rewarding excellence in undergraduate student 
engagement in undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity is essential. To 
provide faculty, staff, students, parents, and alumni an opportunity to see the outstanding 
research, scholarship, and creative activity which Florida Southern undergraduate students 
have completed, a yearly publication will be created starting in the 2019/2020 academic year. 
This annual publication will provide a listing of all student works. It will also provide an in-depth 
look at outstanding examples of undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity at 
Florida Southern. The publication will be designed to be shared on the college website, and 
other official social media outlets, and print publications.  
 
Assessment 
Schools and divisions will review internal undergraduate student works for submission to the 
QEP committee for final review and selection of outstanding works to be showcased in the 
publication. The top selected works will be featured in an in-depth article detailing the student’s 
work, each representing one of the College’s schools or divisions.   
 
Goal II: Increase Faculty Development in Pedagogies of undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity. 
 
Action Step II A: QEP-focused faculty forum 
Current Environment  
At the beginning of every semester a faculty forum brings faculty together and provides faculty 
development seminars, workshops and break-out sessions.  
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Future Steps 
Three faculty forums over the QEP 5-year plan (spring 2018, fall 2019, and fall 2020) will be 
focused on increasing faculty awareness and commitment to the undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity QEP. During each of these forums, an expert in the field of 
undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity will be invited to campus to inspire 
us, to lead faculty development, and to provide one-on-one departmental/program advising.      

Assessment 
Faculty participation in each of the three faculty forums dedicated to the undergraduate 
research, scholarship, and creative activity QEP will be tracked to determine percentage of 
faculty engagement. Post-forum surveys will be distributed to ascertain faculty impressions of 
content, quality and engagement.  
 
Action Step II B: Professional Development Initiatives (PDI) 
Current Environment  
For each of the past six years, professional development initiatives (PDI) have been offered at 
Florida Southern during both the fall and spring semesters. A PDI consists of four one-hour 
sessions, with work assigned in between the sessions, focused on a given pedagogical topic 
such as having students work in groups on projects, improving the quantitative skills of students, 
effective use of videos in the classroom, integrative assignments for learning communities and 
effective advising. The PDIs offer a wide range of training opportunities to Florida Southern 
faculty to further develop pedagogical approaches, teaching practices, and professional skill 
acquisition.   
 
Future Steps 
We will develop four professional development initiatives (PDI), one for each of the SLOs. A 
backward course design strategy will be used for the PDI, with faculty members selecting one of 
the four specific SLOs to be adopted in a required program course, which will be offered in the 
following semester. As faculty members progress through the PDI, they will be guided through 
the course re-design to include course assignment(s) and rubric(s) for SLO evaluation. The four 
PDIs, overseen by the Director of the Teaching and Learning Center and QEP Director, will 
each be offered over four consecutive semesters, beginning in spring 2018 in preparation for 
the implementation of the QEP.     
 
Assessment 
Over the course of two years, an anticipated 75 faculty will participate in the undergraduate 
research, scholarship, and creative activity QEP PDIs, significantly modifying over 110 courses 
to meet SLOs. The Teaching and Learning Center will track the number of faculty who complete 
the QEP PDI offerings each semester and will survey faculty as to the quality of instruction and 
materials. 
 
Action Step IIC: Council on Undergraduate Research (CUR) enhanced institutional 
membership 
Current Environment  
Florida Southern is committed to supporting the faculty and staff in the development and 
implementation of undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity across the 
campus. One avenue of support is through the ongoing enhanced institutional membership to 
the Council on Undergraduate Research (CUR). This membership provides faculty access to 
the CUR Quarterly, a monthly CUR E-newsletter, mentorship opportunities, and leadership 
opportunities.  
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Future Steps 
The Enhanced Institutional Membership to CUR will be maintained throughout the QEP 
implementation period. As we use CUR resources in the PDIs, we will encourage faculty 
members to join and use resources at the website.    
 
Assessment 
The Office of Assessment and Academic Compliance will track the number of Florida Southern 
faculty who register with CUR to gain access to the resources available.  
 
Action Step IID: Conference on Undergraduate Research Biennial Meeting 
Current Environment 
Although we have sent a team of faculty to a CUR institute, we have yet to send faculty 
members to the biennial meeting.  
 
Future Steps 
The CUR conference is a national conference held biennially. Florida Southern will support 
three to five faculty to attend the 2018 and 2020 conference dates. The conference focuses on 
the promotion of undergraduate research and scholarship and features 100+ workshops and 
presentations.    
 
Assessment 
The Office of Assessment and Academic Compliance will track the number of Florida Southern 
faculty who attend the biennial workshops. Faculty who attend will be expected to create 
presentations for the faculty forums following the conference attendance.   
 
Goal III: Enhanced Institutional Support for undergraduate research, scholarship, and 
creative activity.  
 
Action Step IIIA: Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) Coordination 
Current Environment 
A QEP Planning Committee, appointed by the Provost, was assembled in the spring of 2017. 
The committee is composed of faculty across disciplines and schools, with an Instructional 
Services Librarian, the Coordinator of Assessment and Academic Compliance, and the 
Associate Provost serving as at-large members. In the spring of 2017 this committee was 
responsible for assessing Florida Southern baseline undergraduate research, scholarship, and 
creative activity engagement and developing a working definition of undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity. In the summer of 2017, three members of the QEP Planning 
Committee were responsible for producing a draft of the QEP proposal. In the fall of 2017, the 
full committee re-convened to review the draft and to begin plans for implementation. A QEP 
Director was selected from the faculty body to oversee the implementation of the QEP. 
 
Future Steps 
In the spring 2018 semester the QEP Director will be the point person for departments and 
programs regarding course revisions incorporating the QEP SLOs, and coordinate assessment 
activities with the appropriate offices in order to collect baseline data. The QEP Director will 
work with an ad hoc committee composed of faculty members across disciplines and schools to 
review and select Enhancement Grant submissions, and students for the undergraduate 
research, scholarship, and creative activity Annual Publication.  
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Assessment 
Under the QEP Director’s direction, QEP Artifact Reviewers selected from each program across 
the Florida Southern campus will review program specific artifacts against the QEP SLOs. 
 
Action Step IIIB: Faculty Undergraduate Research, Scholarship, and Creative Activity 
Enhancement Grants 
Current Environment 
We do not have a fund in support of integrating undergraduate research, scholarship or creative 
activities into the curriculum.  
 
Future Steps 
A key element of implementing the QEP is providing fiscal support to ensure that faculty have 
the materials and resources needed to implement undergraduate research, scholarship, and 
creative activity within the curriculum and across programs of study. Grant proposals will be 
reviewed by the QEP committee, with priority given to faculty who are adopting new materials 
for undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity SLOs into program-specific 
courses.   
 
Assessment 
Grant awardees will be tracked by the Office of Assessment and Academic Compliance. 
Additionally, individual grant amounts will be tracked.  
 
Action Step IIIC: Enhanced Student Travel Support. 
Current Environment 
Student travel to local, regional, and national conferences for the purposes of professional 
development and undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity dissemination is 
currently supported by the Provost, Deans, Academic departments and Student Life offices, with 
approximately 175 students currently supported annually. 
 
Future Steps 
In support of the QEP, Florida Southern will increase funding to provide additional opportunities 
for student travel. The increase will be based on increasing the projected number of students 
supported by increments of 25 for each subsequent year. For example, in 2018/2019 200 
students will be supported annually while in 2019/2020 the travel of 225 students will be 
supported. 
  
Assessment  
The Office of the Assessment and Academic Compliance will track the total number of students 
supported for travel to local, regional, and national conferences for the purposes of professional 
development and undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity dissemination. 
Students will fill out a post-meeting survey in which they are asked about academic and 
professional gains as a result of the conference.  
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VII. Timeline 
  
During the baseline year, Florida Southern will take several actions in order to prepare for the 
fall 2018 QEP kickoff date. In fall 2017, all degree programs mapped the four QEP student 
learning outcomes onto their program curriculum and reviewed program capstone experience 
descriptions found in the Academic Catalog. The QEP Director and Implementation Committee 
was identified. The QEP Writing Committee continued to revise and refine the QEP document 
and prepare for the SACSCOC site visit and QEP presentation. In spring 2018, there will be 
several professional development programs for faculty including a QEP intensive and immersive 
Faculty Forum, along with Professional Development Initiatives related to the QEP SLOs and 
backward course design for QEP SLO course offerings in fall 2018. Academic programs will 
collect baseline assessment data for QEP student learning outcomes for senior culminating 
experiences and from Fiat Lux student presentations, performances, and posters. The Office of 
Assessment and Academic Compliance will collect baseline data from URSSA and NSSE in the 
fall and spring respectively.  

Figure 7.1. Proposed Timeline of QEP Implementation 

QEP 
BASELINE 
(2017-2018) 

Year One 
(2018-2019) 

Year Two 
(2019-2020) 

Year Three 
(2020-2021) 

Year Four 
(2021-2022) 

Year Five 
(2022-2023) 

FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL 

QEP SLOs 
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program 
curriculum  

PDIs offered 
for Spring 
2019 Course 
Design 

PDIs offered 
for Spring 
2020 Course 
Design 

   

  

Faculty 
Survey 

 

Faculty 
Survey 
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Capstone 
Experiences 

Fall Faculty 
Forum   
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QEP draft by 
Writing 
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ASAI 
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Assessment 
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Assessment 
of 21/22 
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QEP 
Implementation 
Coordinator 
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Fiat Lux 

Fiat Lux 
Enhanced 

Fiat Lux 
Enhanced 

Fiat Lux 
Enhanced 

Fiat Lux 
Enhanced 

Fiat Lux 
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URSCA 
Annual 
Publication 

URSCA 
Annual 
Publication 
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Publication 
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SPRING SPRING SPRING SPRING SPRING SPRING 

QEP PDIs 
offered for Fall 
2018 Course 
Design 

QEP PDIs 
offered for 
Fall 2019 
Course 
Design 

    Spring Faculty 
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Student 
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Student 
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Research 
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capstone 
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capstone 
projects 
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capstone 
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capstone 
projects (full) 
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capstone 
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 VIII. Organizational Structure 

The QEP will be facilitated through the existing structures of Florida Southern’s Office of the 
Provost and the offices of the Associate Provost, the Academic Deans of the four schools, and 
the Office of Assessment and Academic Compliance.  A newly appointed Director for QEP 
Implementation and an accompanying faculty committee will have oversight of the 
implementation process and its mechanisms.   
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Section IX. Resources 

 
Florida Southern supports adoption of the Undergraduate Research, Scholarship, and Creative 
Activity Quality Enhancement Plan across all programs. To accomplish this initiative, we are 
committed to providing the necessary resources to support the faculty, staff, and students. 
Currently, Florida Southern provides resources to support student research, scholarship, and 
creativity but recognizes that additional resources will need to be allocated to expand the 
support and ensure QEP adoption and success. The total QEP budget for the five-year 
implementation plan is estimated to be $1,288,000, requiring Florida Southern to allocate an 
additional $536,920 toward the QEP initiative. A resource narrative follows the table, providing a 
discussion of the realistic allocation of resources (human, financial, and physical) needed to 
sufficiently support the compliance initiation, implementation, and completion of the QEP (CS 
3.3.2).   
 
Table 9.1. Budget Allocation for Undergraduate Research, Scholarship, and Creative Activity 
QEP 
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OVERALL BUDGET 

 

Baseline 
Year 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total 

(2017-
2018) 

(2018-
2019) 

(2019-
2020) 

(2020-
2021) 

(2021-
2022) 

(2022-
2023) 

 

Faculty Development 
QEP PDI’s $13,750 $13,750       $27,500 
Faculty 
Forum- QEP 
Focus 

$4,000 $4,000  $4,000   $12,000 

CUR Biennial 
Meeting  

 $5,000  $5,000   $10,000 

CUR 
Enhanced 
Institutional 
Membership 

$2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $12,000 

Management and Assessment 

QEP Director $12,000 $27,000 $27,000 $27,000 $27,000 $27,000 $147,000 
Capstone 
Artifact 
Reviewers 

$9,900 $9,900 $9,900 $9,900 $9,900 $9,900  $59,400 

NSSE $4,000  $4,000  $4,000  $12,000 
Student Support  

Fiat Lux $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $24,000 
Collaborative 
URSCA 
Opportunities  

$51,000 $57,000 $63,000 $69,000 $75,000 $81,000 $396,000 

Student 
Travel 

$50,000 $60,000 $60,000 $62,500 $62,500 $75,000 $370,000 

URSCA 
Annual (UA) 

 $6,500 $6,500 $6,500 $6,500 $6,500 $32,500 

Materials & Supplies 
QEP 
Promotional 
Materials 

$5,000      $5,000 

Online 
Survey 
Software  

$7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $42,000 

Faculty   
Enhancement 
Grants 

 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $50,000 

Search 
Engine  

$12,000 $12,000 $12,000 $12,000 $12,000 $12,000 $72,000 

Digital Poster 
Printer  

$8,000      $8,000 

Poster 
Printing 
supplies 

$1,320 $1,500 $1,500 $1,695 $1,695 $1,875 $9,585 

TOTAL  $183,970 $219,650 $206,900 $220,595 $221,595 $236,275 $1,288,985 
     new monies -$441,440 

 
    existing   $847,545 
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Resource Narrative: 
1. Faculty Professional Development 
 
Professional Development Initiatives (PDI):  
A faculty development plan will include Professional Development Initiatives (PDIs) overseen by 
the QEP Director. Each PDI will align with one of the four student learning outcomes (SLOs) of 
the QEP. The PDI will be provided to faculty one semester prior to each SLO implementation 
within the program curriculum. Backward design will be utilized in the PDI, with participants then 
guided in course redesign in order to adopt pedagogies and resources for the SLO and develop 
course assignment(s) and rubric(s) for SLO evaluation. As per our standard practice, faculty 
participants will be compensated with a $250 stipend upon completion of the PDI training. 
Based on information submitted by programs and departments in the fall of 2017, approximately 
75 faculty will revise over 110 courses to meet the goals of our QEP. Thus, there are some 
faculty members who will be involved in revising multiple courses. For example, Dr. Melissa 
Garr will be revising SPA 4408 to address the Inquiry SLO in the spring of 2018. She will be 
revising SPA 3323 to address the Dissemination SLO in the fall of 2019. Thus, she will be paid 
for both courses. The total cost of the PDI is based on the number of courses to be revised, as 
opposed to the number of faculty involved (110 courses X $250 per course= $27,500) which will 
be redirected from the current budget within the Provost’s Office   
 
 Faculty Forum:  
All faculty at Florida Southern are expected to attend the College's day-long faculty 
development forums which kick off each semester. Three faculty forums over the QEP 5-year 
plan (spring 2018, fall 2018, and fall 2020) will be focused on increasing faculty awareness and 
commitment to the QEP. During each of these forums an expert in the field of undergraduate 
research, scholarship, and creative activity will be contracted to lead the forum. The cost for 
each forum is projected to be approximately $4,000. Currently Florida Southern budgets $2,000 
for each Faculty Forum for a total of $6,000 over the three forums. An additional $6,000 will be 
added to the QEP budget to cover the three forums.  

 
Conference on Undergraduate Research Biennial Meeting:  
To further support Florida Southern’s individual program implementation of the QEP, three to 
five faculty will be invited to attend the CUR Biennial meeting in 2017/2018 and in 2019/2000. 
Estimated costs for each faculty is $1,500 with a total cost of $10,000. 

 
Council on Undergraduate Research (CUR) Enhanced Institutional Membership:  
The CUR Enhanced Institutional membership will be maintained starting in the baseline year 
and running throughout the five-year budgetary period. The membership will provide Florida 
Southern continued developmental support to develop, implement, and refine the QEP. The 
annual cost of the CUR Enhanced membership is $2,000 per year with a total cost of $12,000. 

 
2. Management and Assessment 
QEP Director:  
Each semester one full-time faculty member will be given one course re-assigned work load for 
leading and oversight of the QEP implementation and delivery. They QEP director will also be 
given a stipend in the summer to further coordinate assessment. We have estimated this to be 
worth $27,000 per year with the total projected cost of $147,000. 

 
QEP Artifact Reviewers:  
Under the QEP Director’s guidance, the QEP Artifact Reviewers will be provided a summer 
stipend of to assess artifacts generated in capstone and/or culminating senior experience.  The 
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total annual cost is $9,900 each year of the QEP implementation, including the base year, for a 
total of $59,400. 
 
National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE):  
The NSSE will be administered on a biennial cycle starting in spring 2018. The additional two 
administration dates are spring 2020 and spring 2022. The cost for each administration of the 
NSSE is $4,000. The total cost of the NSSE for the five year QEP implementation is $12,000. 
 
No-Cost Assessment  
ASAI Assessment Coordinators: A group of eight faculty across the College are appointed to 
the ASAI committee to evaluate artifacts associated with SLOs. The committee members will 
assess program artifacts for each QEP SLO annually starting fall 2019 and continuing annually 
through the QEP implementation period. The ASAI Assessment Coordinators complete this as 
part of their required service to the College.   
In-house Instrument (URSSA):  
Using existing publicly available surveys we developed and validated our own comprehensive 
survey of undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity. This survey will be 
administered to seniors in capstone courses in the spring of 2018 (baseline), 2020, and 2022. 
There is no cost to this but its administration is deliberately timed to coincide with NSSE. 
Undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity data: 
The Office of Assessment and Academic Compliance will collect all undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity data. The following data will be collected: 1) individual student 
data on participation in undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity projects and 
dissemination (annually); 2) undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity faculty 
survey (two data collection points: fall 2019 and fall 2021); and 3) undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity student survey (two data collection points: fall 2019 and fall 
2021). Currently the Office of the Assessment and Academic Compliance collects student and 
faculty data annually to share with the Office of the Provost through online survey software.   

 
3. Student Support 
Fiat Lux:  
Students are invited to present their undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity 
projects each semester at Florida Southern’s Fiat Lux. This annual event provides students a 
platform to disseminate their work through oral, poster, and performance presentations. The 
current Florida Southern budget for the event is $2,000 from the Provost’s Office and Honor’s 
Program, which covers the costs associated with rental of poster board displays, printing of the 
program, tech support, and refreshments during the event. To promote greater undergraduate 
student participation, Fiat Lux will be extended to accommodate concurrent performance, 
poster, oral, and creative art presentations. This will require a budget increase to $4,000 starting 
spring of 2018 (baseline year) and running annually through the QEP implementation. The total 
cost for the Fiat Lux over the QEP implementation period is $24,000, resulting in an increased 
expense above the current budget of $12,000. 

 
Summer Collaborative Undergraduate Research, Scholarship, & Creative Activity Opportunities: 
Currently the Provost’s Office sponsors approximately eight summer collaborative research 
team opportunities averaging $45,000 each year. Each collaborative team is comprised of at 
least one faculty mentor and a group of undergraduate students. The maximum allocated for 
each collaboration is $6,000. Florida Southern will systematically increase the number of funded 
opportunities biennially during the QEP implementation period starting in the baseline year 
(2017/2018). The planned increase will provide one additional summer collaborative 
undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity team opportunities each and every 
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year. In the summer of 2017/18 we will fund nine collaboratives; the summer of 2018/19 we will 
fund 10 and so on until in the penultimate year we will fund 13. The total cost is $396,000. 
 
Student Travel:  
Student travel to local, regional, and national conferences for the purposes of professional 
development and undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity dissemination is 
currently supported by the Provost, deans, academic departments, and Student Life Office, with 
approximately $50,000 currently allocated across all sources annually. As part of the QEP, 
Florida Southern will increase funding to provide additional opportunities for student travel 
starting year one (2018/2019).  The total budget for the QEP implementation period is $370,000. 
 
Undergraduate Research, Scholarship, and Creative Activity Annual (UA):  
An annual publication titled “Undergraduate Research, Scholarship, and Creative Activity 
Annual” will be produced each fall semester highlighting outstanding undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity student achievements. The annual cost of publication is 
$6,500, with a total cost for the QEP five-year implementation plan being $32,500.  
 
 
4. Materials and Supplies 
QEP Promotional Materials:  
The widespread use of electronic social media has meant that the need for hard copy printed 
materials will be reduced from our previous QEP. However, we still anticipate the need for some 
of the promotional materials, such as brochures, flyers, pens and t-shirts, will be purchased and 
distributed during our baseline-year to increase awareness and interest in the undergraduate 
research, scholarship, and creative activity QEP. A total of $5,000 is budgeted for promotional 
materials.  
 
Faculty Undergraduate Research, Scholarship, and Creative Activity Enhancement Grants: 
Grants will be provided to support faculty development and implementation of undergraduate 
research, scholarship, and creative activity within the curriculum. The grant application process 
will have two call dates to allow faculty an opportunity to submit for grant funding the semester 
prior to implementation. Grants will be awarded on a competitive basis for up to $500/ each. Up 
to $5,000 will be awarded each grant period for a maximum of $10,000 annually. The total cost 
over the QEP implementation plan is $50,000.  
 
Online Survey Software:  
To fully support the undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity in the behavioral 
and social sciences an annual subscription to comprehensive online survey software system is 
needed. We will invest in a platform that ensures confidentiality necessary under Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) and Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA). The annual cost for Florida Southern is $7,000 and the total over 
the QEP implementation period is $42,000.  
 
Scopus Search Engine:  
The Library Services has just purchased an annual account for Scopus, a bibliographic 
database containing abstracts and citations for academic journal articles, at a cost of $12,000 
annually. To facilitate undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity, the QEP 
budget includes a continued subscription to this comprehensive search engine. The total cost of 
Scopus over the QEP implementation period is $72,000.  
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Digital Poster Printer:  
Florida Southern provides printing services to students, faculty, and staff at cost for poster 
printing. To ensure students are able to fully participate in Fiat Lux and local, regional, and 
national dissemination of their undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity 
projects, a new digital poster printer is needed at an estimated cost of $8,000.    
 
Printing Supplies: 
The poster printer requires renewable supplies such as paper, ink cartridges and, likely, 
occasional service calls. We have budgeted between $1,320 and $1,875 annually for these 
supplies with a total estimated cost of $9,585. The annual increase reflect the increased number 
of students we anticipate using the printer.   
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X. Assessment 
 
“The practice of engaging in undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity is an 
enterprise in its own right and requires a process of periodic assessment to validate its claims 
as a high-impact learning pedagogy that proposes to benefit student participants, their faculty 
mentors, and the institutions that provide the financial support and resources (Ahern-Rindell, 
2015).  
 
Providing faculty members with a specific assessment plan to help them develop their 
coursework as part of the professional development initiative (PDI) is critical to successfully 
implementing undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity across all programs. 
Because this implementation requires course-based changes across all disciplines and will 
indirectly affect institutional culture, the assessment plan not only includes rubrics to assess the 
student learning objectives, but also a plan to evaluate changes to the campus culture and its 
potential influence on undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity on campus. 
Direct measurements of success include evaluating student artifacts (from revised courses and 
capstone projects) from each department or program, faculty attendance for professional 
development activities off campus related to undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative 
activity, satisfaction in professional development initiatives (PDI), and surveys of faculty 
members and students on criteria such as attitudes and skills gained. Direct measurements 
address improvements in the curriculum, student knowledge and/or skills, and overall faculty 
involvement. Indirect measurements can ascertain (self-reported) student skills, institutional 
culture change, increase in research opportunities on campus, and cognition of the significance 
of undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity at Florida Southern.  
 
The positive effects of an undergraduate research experience on student learning, attitudes, 
and career choices have passed from anecdote to systematic data (Lopatto, 2007). With more 
resources available to help faculty become effective mentors and develop curriculum associated 
with undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity, there are existing valid and 
reliable assessment tools. It is useful to evaluate what has been done and what is appropriate 
for the objectives of undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity across the 
campus in terms of assessment needs (Crowe and Brakke, 2008). Based on the differences 
between the applications of undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity in each 
program, the generic rubrics, variety of surveys, and accounting for cultural changes on campus 
will accommodate the diversity of all programs on campus. 

 
In this section, we have laid out a plan to evaluate the outcomes of the QEP goals, as well as to 
evaluate the SLOs. It is expected that the SLOs will be the foundation for achieving the goals of 
the QEP. It is reasonable to expect that outcomes are a consequence of changes in the 
classroom to emphasize the skills of undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity 
in the campus environment, such as additional funding for projects or opportunities for 
dissemination. The SLOs are broadly written to ensure academic programs can successfully 
implement the evaluation rubric, which provides structure without being prescriptive.  

 
In Table 10.1, an assessment plan for the QEP goals is presented, including the expected 
outcomes and the forms of measurement for each. The goals were aligned by answering 
specific questions the QEP should address. These questions provided a guide to identifying 
which outcome will be measured and at what level of proficiency. For several expected 
outcomes, there is an expectation that there will be an increase in skills, faculty involvement, 
resources, and opportunities. In many cases, the expected increase is not quantifiable by one 
number, but rather a percentage relative to the starting point for each program. In some 
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programs the faculty will be implementing curricula and beginning a program of undergraduate 
research and creative activity, while others will be refining and improving existing programming. 
The expectation, therefore, is a general positive trend in these criteria overall in the five years of 
implementation, as well as between each iteration of courses and projects. 
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Table 10.1. General Assessment plan for the QEP Project 
 Assessment Method, * 

Direct – D, Indirect - ID 
Expectation Responsibility 

Outcome 1: undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity skill development is pervasive across campus with 
artifacts as evidence of the enhancement. 
a. How many students 
are impacted, through 
what courses and to 
what extent? 

# of classes modified (and # 
of students enrolled); D 
SLO evaluation of student 
artifacts using Tables 10.2-
10.5; D 

All students in all programs have had all 
4 courses that incorporate the 4 SLOs. 
All programs address and assess each 
SLO, showing improvements throughout 
the 5 years. 

Departments/programs and 
Registrar 

b. What institutional 
changes are 
observed? 

Undergraduate Research 
Student Self-Assessment 
(URSSA), modified URSSA 
geared towards the creative 
arts, modified URSSA 
humanities, and National 
Survey on Student 
Engagement (NSSE); ID 

Cultural change associated with 
engagement and skills associated with 
URSCA. Increased in undergraduate 
research, scholarship, and creative 
activity skills over time. 

Coordinator of Assessment 
and Academic Compliance   

Outcome 2: Increased faculty support for developing course materials and assessments. 
a. Are faculty satisfied 
with the support 
mechanisms? 

Professional Development 
Initiative (PDI) participation 
and surveys; D 

Faculty members from the 44 programs 
will attend and participate in the PDIs. 
85% of faculty are satisfied with the 
experience. Faculty present work related 
to undergraduate research, scholarship, 
and creative activity in the curriculum at 
faculty forum. 

Director of the Teaching and 
Learning Center 

b. Are faculty 
participating in off- 
campus meetings on 
incorporation of 
undergraduate 
research, scholarship, 
and creative activity? 

Off campus faculty 
development participation 
and CUR membership or 
dissemination of course 
material; D 

In addition to the 10 faculty who will be 
sponsored to attend CUR biennial 
meetings we expect 10% of faculty will 
attend professional meetings, or other 
meetings in which they gain or 
disseminate information on incorporation 
of undergraduate research, scholarship, 
and creative activity in the classroom. 

Associate Provost, Deans 
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c. Are faculty reflecting 
on experiences to 
inform changes to 
courses associated 
with the SLOs? 

Revise course materials and 
assignments as necessary 
which should be reflected in 
SLO evaluation of student 
artifacts using Tables 10.2-
10.5; D  

During discussion sessions organized 
by each school, faculty discuss issues 
and what works to develop changes as 
needed. Improvements within the SLOs 
should be observed over the five-year 
period. 

QEP Director, Deans  

c. Do faculty receive 
recognition and 
incentives? (Is work by 
faculty on 
undergraduate 
research, scholarship, 
and creative activity 
valued across 
campus?) 

Faculty satisfaction on 
surveys, number of mentions 
at faculty events and on 
campus 
presentations/publications 
relevant to the course 
designs or work with 
undergraduates; ID 

Increase in faculty satisfaction with 
working with undergraduates, increase 
in recognition of faculty-student 
collaborations, increase in dissemination 
of revision of coursework or work with 
students. 

QEP Director, Associate 
Provost 

Outcome 3: Increase in the awareness of and participation in opportunities for faculty student collaborations on campus, 
off campus, summer programs and through programs such as relevant Junior Journeys and internships.  
a. How has the 
perception of 
undergraduate 
research, scholarship, 
and creative activity 
skills changed? 

Faculty and Student Surveys; 
ID 

Shift towards knowledge about 
undergraduate research, scholarship, 
and creative activity and faculty 
perceptions on student skills increased.  

Coordinator of Assessment 
and Academic Compliance  

b. How many students 
are involved in 
dissemination? 

# of presentations, 
performances, conference 
attendance, publications etc. 
by students (dissemination); 
D 

Increase in the number of presentations 
and mechanisms for dissemination such 
as those at Fiat Lux and other venues 
outside of the classroom. 

QEP Director 

c. How many students 
are involved in 
research and creative 
activity outside of the 
classroom? 

# of faculty student 
collaborations, outside of the 
classroom (faculty student 
collaborations and research-
based independent studies); 
D 

Increase in the number of faculty-
student collaboration projects awarded 
by two each year (about 8 on average 
are awarded), increase for request for 
housing for students participating in 
summer research (associated with 

QEP Director 
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faculty who have their own funding), and 
10% increase in research based 
independent study courses, with at least 
50% of programs reporting these 
opportunities. 

d. Are more students 
disseminating work 
outside the classroom 
as well as attending 
professional meetings? 

# of presentations, 
performances, conference 
attendance, publications etc. 
by students (dissemination); 
ID 

Increase in the number of student 
projects being presented and published 
but specifically a 5% increase in the 
number of students participating in each 
discipline.  

Associate Provost 

Outcome 4: Clear improvement and satisfaction in the skills necessary for scholarship (via SLOs and outside the 
classroom) 
a. What changes are 
occurring in the 
classroom? 

SLO evaluation of student 
artifacts using Tables 10.2-
10.5; D 

Improvement in each discipline; all sub-
objectives evaluated and plan for 
improvements developed as needed. 

Faculty, assessment 
coordinator, ASAI 

b. Are students 
satisfied with their 
experiences and what 
have they gained? 

SURE for Faculty Student 
Summer Research (Grinnell 
College - Dr. Lopatto);  

75% student satisfaction in experiences 
in outside research experiences.  

Coordinator of Assessment 
and Academic Compliance   

Outcome 5: Institutional support for undergraduate research and creative activity outside of the classroom 
a. Are faculty receiving 
support for students to 
conduct research and 
creative activity? 

# of faculty-student 
collaborations, outside of the 
classroom; 

Maintain and in some cases, increase in 
the number of funding opportunities 
received (internal and external funding) 
across all programs that support student 
projects.  

Associate Provost 

b. Are faculty in each 
discipline creating 
research and creative 
opportunities for 
students outside the 
classroom?  

# of faculty and specifically 
the number of faculty within 
each program collaborating 
with students outside the 
classroom; 

10% increase in faculty who do not 
typically conduct undergraduate 
research, scholarship, and creative 
activity outside the classroom. For 
example - some projections in the 
classroom would participate in faculty-
student collaborations or establishment 
of new collaborations.  

Associate Provost, 
assessment coordinators, 
program/department chairs 
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The rubrics written for the SLOs were designed using the AAC&U values rubrics (AACU). 
Though other criteria are valuable in the curriculum, the most fundamental concepts are 
proposed. This gives faculty members flexibility to incorporate discipline- specific criteria, but 
still allows for general comparisons across the campus. It is expected that all courses use the 
rubrics for the chosen SLO addressed by that course. The program faculty will decide on 
specific descriptors for advanced, intermediate, and beginner levels as pertains to their courses 
(Tables 10.2-10.5). There will be some overlap in some of the sub-objectives within each SLO. 
Programs or departments will determine the implementation specifics and forms of 
measurement appropriate to their disciplines.  
 
Using these rubrics allows for assessments that are generalizable across disciplines, while also 
allowing faculty members to add their own discipline-specific terms. The assessments are 
generic enough to make comparisons between programs and to provide clear direction as to the 
expectation of the coursework necessary to display students’ learning gains. Verbiage aligned 
with Bloom’s Taxonomy is placed under each sub-learning objective to provide the specific 
direction to the classifications associated with each level.  
 
These SLO rubrics will be used in PDI sessions to inform faculty members as they re-design 
their courses. A backward design method will be used to help faculty members design their 
coursework using these rubrics (Bowen, 2017). Faculty members will be given instructions and 
guidance that not only help to develop curriculum but also assessment methods. The criteria in 
the rubrics below are the minimum expectations, and do not limit instructors from incorporating 
objectives necessary to a discipline or course. The stages for the objectives (beginner through 
advanced) may depend on the level of the course, but within each stage students are evaluated 
based on achieving all goals within that stage. The verbs given are guidelines for the level 
expected of a student at each stage. 
 
Table 10.2. Proposed SLO Assessment Tool for SLO on Inquiry 
SLO 1 - Inquiry: Students develop components and approaches necessary for inquiry that 
incorporate the formulation of questions, method development, critical thinking, or forms of 
communication or creative expression that are both appropriate and recognized in the discipline. 
 
  
 Advanced (6-8) Intermediate (3-5) Beginner (0-2) 
1.1 Information literacy 
a) What information is 

relevant? 
b) Access information 

ethically/legally 
c) Evaluate sources 

Justify, assess, 
compare and 
contrast, synthesize, 
critique 

Choose, apply, 
distinguish, 
demonstrate 

Explain, outline, 
identify, describe 

Students in research projects and creative activities will be expected to:  
a) Determine what information is needed and where to find the information. 
b) Determine how to ethically/legally obtain information. 
c) Evaluate information from reputable sources.  

1.2 Critical Thinking  
a) Develop a 

position/hypothesis 
b) Propose outcome 
c) Method development 

Predict, 
recommend, 
assess, compare 
and contrast, 
synthesize 

Solve, apply, 
illustrate, modify, 
demonstrate 

Explain, outline, 
infer, describe 

Students in research projects and creative activities will be expected to:  
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a) Develop a specific hypothesis/ position, propose questions or types of questions, 
propose a rationale project direction, or propose viewpoints of the project or creative 
activity. Students should use the literature to examine gaps that the project can fill. 

b) Develop ideas on the expected outcome, evaluate an outcome or provide evidence for 
an outcome of the project or creative activity. Communicate clearly the outcome of the 
work. 

c) Develop a method, approach, styles or framework for exploring the project. 
 

Table 10.3. Proposed SLO Assessment Tool for SLO on Originality 
SLO 2 - Originality: Students demonstrate imagination or creativity by the generation of 
novel questions, ideas, products, or approaches 
 Advanced (6-8) Intermediate (3-5) Beginner (0-2) 
2.1 Creative Thinking  
a) Innovative thinking 
b) Innovative solutions 

Predict, 
recommend, 
assess, compare 
and contrast, 
synthesize 

Produce, apply, 
illustrate, modify, 
demonstrate 

Recognize, outline, 
infer, describe 

Students in research projects and creative activities will be expected to:  
a) Propose a novel idea, question, product, format or work 
b) Propose a logical and consistent plan for exploring a novel idea, question, product, 

format or work 
2.2 Inquiry and 
analysis 
a) Topic selection 
b) Design 
c) Analysis/Conclusions 

Discriminate, justify, 
argue, plan, 
produce 

Analyze, 
demonstrate, apply 

Outline, identify, 
describe 

Students in research projects and creative activities will be expected to:  
a) Identify a creative, specific but manageable topic that can be addressed. The topic 

should have the potential to be significant but should not have been previously 
explored. 

b) Identify reasonable steps to explore the idea for the project or creative work. 
c) Develop a methodology or framework to conduct the project or creative work. 
d) Synthesize information to reveal results, provide insights or compare work to others. A 

clear and logical conclusion is expected. 
 

Table 10.4. Proposed SLO Assessment Tool for SLO on Dissemination 
SLO 3 Dissemination: Students prepare or produce a tangible product/s (including 
oral/written/performance) for which both the process and results are peer-reviewed, critiqued, 
juried, or judged.   
 Advanced (6-8) Intermediate (3-5) Beginner (0-2) 
3.1 Oral 
Communication 
a) Main message 
b) Delivery 

Compare and 
contrast, create, 
synthesize 

Demonstrate, 
illustrate, interpret 

Describe, recall, 
define, infer, 
summarize 

Students in research projects and creative activities will be expected to:  
a) Present orally a compelling message with supporting information/materials, with a 

clear understanding of the content. 
b) Delivery should include discipline specific but relevant language, confidence, proper 
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techniques (gesture, vocal, etc.), and organized in a logical way. 
c) Include a clear message about the process and results of the work 

3.2 Written 
communication 
a) Context/Purpose 
b) Content and 

Evidence 
c) Mechanics 

Compare and 
contrast, create, 
synthesize 

Demonstrate, 
illustrate, interpret 

Describe, recall, 
define, infer, 
summarize 

Students in research projects and creative activities will be expected to:  
a) Demonstrate a thorough understanding of the context, audience or purpose/relevance 

of the work in written form. 
b) Illustrate mastery of the subject matter with credible sources, and data/results.  
c) Use discipline specific language and presentation/format of writing. 

 

An important component of scholarship is reflective thinking, which is a part of metacognition. 
As life-long learners, students need to develop the ability to regulate and oversee learning. This 
consists of planning and monitoring cognitive activities. Faculty members implementing the 
reflection SLO may consider exploring Cognitive Strategy Instruction (CSI), which is an 
instructional approach which emphasizes the development of thinking skills and processes to 
enhance learning (Scheid, 1993). 
 

Table 10.5. Proposed SLO Assessment Tool for SLO on Reflection (Howitt and Wilson 2016) 
SLO 4 Reflection Students reflect on products, processes, and/or experiences 
connected/associated with their original or partially original research, creative activity and 
scholarship that is appropriate to the discipline, posing refinements as appropriate. 
 Advanced (6-8) Intermediate (3-5) Beginner (0-2) 
4.1 Evaluate 
project/work direction 
a) Define 

strengths/weaknesses 
b) Refinements 

Evaluate, 
recommend 

Analyze, modify Identify, conclude  

Students in research projects and creative activities will be expected to:  
a) Develop the questions to ask oneself to evaluate the process, methodology and the 

success of the project or creative work overall. Propose questions to ask for the 
success of a project. 

b) Independently internalize information and propose strengths and weaknesses of the 
methodology/production, creativity/innovation, process or results. 

c) Develop a rational plan of action to refine the project or creative work. 
4.2 Self Reflection 
a) Goals 
b) Next steps 
c) What skills were 

gained? 

Create – innovate 
own learning 

Deconstruct, use 
new knowledge to 
inform behaviors 

Identify strategies 
and steps, predict 
changes 

Students in research projects and creative activities will be expected to:  
a) Independently set reasonable goals at each stage of a project or creative activity in 

which these goals are regularly evaluated and revised as the work progresses. 
b) Accurately determine where the project stands and revise methodology, ideas or 

concepts as needed to progress the work. 
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c) Students should determine what skills were gained in the process of a project or 
creative activity as well as what could be done differently. 

 

As seen in Table 10.6. the assessment timeline aligns with the overall timeline of the QEP plan 
to allow for revisions of redesigned courses and improvements to activities outside of the 
courses.   
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Table 10.6. Proposed Timeline for QEP project assessment  

 

Baseline 
AY 17/18 

Years 1, 3  and 5 
AY 18/19 
AY 20/21 
AY 22/23 

Years 2 and 4 
AY 19/20 
AY 21/22 
 

  Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring 

NSSE 
 

       

Modified URSSA 
 

     

SURE for Faculty Student Summer Research 
(Grinnell College, Dr. Lopatto) 

 

     

Evaluation of student artifacts (courses and 
capstone courses) 

 

      

Student Survey 
 

      

Faculty Survey 
 

      

Faculty Satisfaction in PDIs       

# of students HON theses 
 

        

# of students HON in the major 
 

        

# of students presenting at Fiat Lux 
 

        
# of students presenting work (research or 
creative activity) off campus peer review 

 

        

# of student performances (outside of 
coursework)  

        

# of student attending conferences 
 

        
# of students authoring and/or co-authoring with 
faculty 

 

  

 

  

 

  

# of students supported in faculty student 
summer research collaborations and research 
based independent studies   

       

Junior Journeys that incorporate 
research/creative activity  

 

  

 

  

 

  

Professional development attendance 
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associated with undergraduate research, 
scholarship, and creative activity such as CUR 
Institutes  
Faculty Forum(s) 

 
        

 
  direct indirect 
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Appendix I 
Committee Lists 

 
 

QEP Exploratory Committee Members (Spring 2016) 
 

Member Title Academic Unit 
Allen, William Assistant Professor of 

Communication 
Arts and Sciences 

Bravard-Saulsbury, 
Rebecca 

Associate Professor of 
English 

Arts and Sciences 

Brink, Brian Associate Professor of 
Music 

Arts and Sciences 

Dapko, Jennifer Assistant Professor of 
Marketing 

Business and Free 
Enterprise 

Hardin, Cindy Professor of Business 
Administration 

Business and Free 
Enterprise 

Fletcher-Harding, Sara Professor of Religion Arts and Sciences 
Hassan, Julie Assistant Professor of 

Education 
Education 

Le, An-Phong Assistant Professor of 
Chemistry 

Arts and Sciences 

Mathias, David Assistant Professor of 
Computer Science 

Arts and Sciences 

McHugh, Kelly Assistant Professor of 
Political Science 

Arts and Sciences 

Moore, Colleen Assistant Professor of 
History  

Arts and Sciences 

Nethery, H.A. Assistant Professor of 
Philosophy 

Arts and Sciences 

Skelly, Christy Director of the BSN Program Nursing and Health 
Sciences 

   
At-Large Members   
Crowe, Mary Associate Provost for 

Experiential Education 
Office of the Provost 

Freeman, Susan Dean, Student Success Office of the Provost 
Langston, Bill Dean of Student 

Development 
Office of the Provost 
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QEP URSCA Planning Committee Members (Spring/Fall 2017) 
 

Member Title Academic Unit 
Bromfield-Lee, 
Deborah 

Assistant Professor of 
Chemistry Arts and Sciences 

Cahalan, Ryan 
Assistant Professor of 
Accounting 

Business and Free 
Enterprise 

Castelli, Perry Professor of Education Education 
Gibbs, Beth Associate Professor of Music Arts and Sciences 
Goodmon-Riley, 
Leilani 

Associate Professor of 
Psychology Arts and Sciences 

Hall, Carrie 
Assistant Professor of 
Nursing 

Nursing and Health 
Sciences 

Fletcher-Harding, 
Sara Professor of Religion Arts and Sciences 
Huneycutt, Keith Professor of English Arts and Sciences 

   At-Large Members 
  

Crowe, Mary 
Associate Provost for 
Experiential Education Office of the Provost 

DeSantis, Matthew 

Coordinator, Assessment, 
Improvement, and Academic 
Compliance  

Office of Institutional 
Research 

Wade, Steven 
Instructional Services 
Librarian Roux Library 
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Appendix II- Meetings for QEP Development 
 

Stakeholder Meetings about the QEP 
 

Date Who was engaged 
11/03/15 Faculty 
12/05/15 Dean's Council 
01/19/16 Faculty 
02/10/16 Exploratory Committee 
02/18/16 Board of Trustees 
03/02/16 Exploratory Committee 
03/04/16 Students 
03/15/16 Faculty 
03/19/16 Alumni 
03/29/16 Students- focus group 
04/06/16 Staff 
04/13/16 Exploratory Committee 
04/13/16 Students- focus group 
04/14/16 Students- focus group 
05/06/16 Exploratory Committee 
07/26/16 President's Cabinet 
07/26/16 Staff 
08/15/16 Exploratory Committee 
08/19/16 Faculty 
09/20/16 Faculty 
09/29/16 Students 
10/01/16 Parents and students 
10/03/16 President's Cabinet 
10/14/16 Faculty 
10/05/16 Employers/Internship providers 
10/12/16 Dean's Council 
11/03/16 Board of Trustees 
11/14/17 President's Cabinet 
01/09/17 Faculty 
01/30/17 Faculty 
02/01/17 QEP Development Team 
02/04/17 Alumni 
02/15/17 QEP Development Team 
02/16/17 Board of Trustees 
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02/20/17 President's Cabinet 
04/01/17 Students   
04/25/17 Faculty 

05/15/17 President's Cabinet 
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Appendix II 

QEP URSCA Planning Committee Meetings 
 

MEETING 
 

                         
DATE 

QEP Planning Committee 
QEP URSCA 
Committee February, 2017 

QEP Planning Committee 
QEP URSCA 
Committee March, 2017 

CUR Institute TURCC QEO Writing Committee April, 2017 

QEP Planning Committee 
QEP URSCA 
Committee April, 2017 

SACSCOC Consultant John 
Hardt 

QEP URSCA 
Subcommittee May, 2017 

Writing of QEP Document 
Draft QEP Writing Committee 

June, July, August 
2017 

QEP SLO Program Chairs 
Meeting Arts & Sciences August, 2017 
QEP SLO Program Chairs 
Meeting 

Nursing & Health 
Sciences August, 2017 

Faculty Meeting: QEP Update Full Faculty August, 2017 
QEP SLO Program Chairs 
Meeting Education August, 2017 
QEP Update and Plan 
Feedback 

QEP URSCA 
Committee August, 2017 

QEP SLO Program Chairs 
Meeting 

Business & Free 
Enterprise September, 2017 

QEP Plan Feedback 
QEP URSCA 
Committee September, 2017 

QEP Plan Feedback 
QEP URSCA 
Committee October, 2017 

QEP SLO Feedback 
QEP URSCA 
Committee November, 2017 

QEP Plan Feedback 
QEP URSCA 
Committee December, 2017 

Spring Faculty Forum Full Faculty January, 2018 
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The following survey has been created to gather baseline information about the
extent to which faculty and departments have already engaged in certain aspects of
our selected Quality Enhancement Plan of Undergraduate Research, Scholarship,
and Creative Activities.  
 
Thank you.

Introduction
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General Information

1. First name:*

2. Last name:*

3. School:*
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Academic Appointment

7. How long ago did you receive your academic appointment at FSC?*

8. How long ago did you receive your first academic appointment?*

9. What is your present academic rank?*
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Department role

10. What is your role in your department?*

Chair/Director

Program Coordinator

Faculty member

Visiting faculty
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Please answer the questions on the next two pages from your perspective as a department chair,
director, or program coordinator as it relates to undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative
activities. Afterwards, you will have the opportunity to answer questions from the perspective of an
individual faculty member. 

Department and Program Chair

 Less than 25% 26-50% 51-75% More than 75% N/A

Undergraduate research

Scholarship

Creative activites

11. What percentage of your majors engage in...?*

 
Not at all
important

Low
importance

Slightly
important Neutral

Moderately
important

Very
important

Extremely
important N/A

Undergraduate research

Scholarship

Creative activites

12. How important in your department is it for students to engage in...?*
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Department and Program Chair II

13. Describe the assignments/activities used within your department or program to promote undergraduate
research, scholarship, or creative activities.
*

14. Within your department or program, what are the strengths relating to teaching and promoting
undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activities?
*

15. Within your department or program, what are the challenges relating to teaching and promoting
undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activities?
*

16. What additional resources (i.e. physical, financial, training, staffing, etc.) are necessary to increase the
promotion and production of undergraduate research, scholarship, or creative activities within your
department or program?

*
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Faculty Teaching

17. Thinking about the courses you teach, check all that apply:*

Taught an honors course

Supervised an honors thesis

Taught an interdisciplinary course

Held a centralized event for undergraduate research/creative presentations, not including Fiat Lux

Had students prepare research papers or lab reports using primary literature

Had students develop skills/techniques involving research

Had students develop skills/techniques involving scholarship

Had students develop skills/techniques involving creative performances or projects

Had students meet with instructional librarian

Had students evaluate data/work of others

Had students write briefing based on 'client' data

Brought in field experts/external consultants to speak with students

Had students participate in a class-related field experience

Had student participate in a co-curricular experience (on or off campus)

None of the above
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 Introductory (1000-level)
Intermediate (2000 or

3000-level) Advanced (4000-level) N/A

Honors course

Honors thesis

Interdisciplinary course

Centralized event for
undergraduate
research/creative
presentations, not
including Fiat Lux

Prepare research papers
or lab reports using
primary literature

Develop
skills/techniques involving
research

Develop skills/techniques
involving scholarship

Develop skills/techniques
involving creative
performances or projects

Meet with instructional
librarian

Evaluate data/work of
others

Write briefing based on
'client' data

Field experts/external
consultants to speak with
students

Participate in a class-
related field experience

Participate in a co-
curricular experience (on
or off campus)

18. Thinking about the courses that you teach, at what level are students exposed to the following skills or
experiences? (Please check all that apply)
*
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Faculty course activity

 Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always N/A

Ask questions in class
that require critical
thinking or students to
research an answer

Support their opinions
with logical arguments

Seek solutions to
problems and explain
them to others

Analyze multiple sources
of information before
coming to a conclusion

Evaluate the quality or
reliability of information
they receive

Seek alternative
solutions to a problem

Look up scientific
research articles and
resources

Explore topics on their
own, even though it was
not required for a class

Accept mistakes as part
of the learning process

Recognize biases that
affect their thinking

Reflective writing or
Journaling

Find and evaluate peer-
reviewed academic or
professional articles

Write annotated
bibliographies 

Give conference
presentation, project, or
performance

19. Thinking about the courses that you teach, how often do students:*
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Distinguish between
trustworthy and
untrustworthy sources

 Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always N/A

Other (please specify)
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Student skills

 Poor Fair Good Very good Excellent N/A

Written communication

Oral communication

Critical thinking

Divergent thinking

Attention to detail

Application of research
findings

Teamwork skills

Technology skills

Finding primary sources

Persistence

Other (please specify)

20. Please rate the quality of research skills of students entering your typical introductory-level course:*

 Poor Fair Good Very good Excellent N/A

Written communication

Oral communication

Critical thinking

Divergent thinking

Attention to detail

Application of research
findings

Teamwork skills

Technology skills

Finding primary sources

Persistence

Other (please specify)

21. Please rate the quality of research skills of students graduating from your major/program:*
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QEP planning

22. Please indicate in which type of course(s) you feel the Quality Enhancement Plan of Undergraduate
Research, Scholarship, and Creative Activities would be effective. (Please check all that apply)
*

First Year Experience or Seminar

1000-level introductory courses

General Education courses

Upper-level major courses

Senior seminars, capstones, or practicums

23. As a faculty member, how would you implement the QEP into your courses?*

24. As a faculty member, are there any co-curricular or extra-curricular plans you foresee implementing as
part of the QEP?
*
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The following survey has been created to gather information regarding your
experience at Florida Southern with regard to Undergraduate Research, Scholarship,
and Creative Activities.  
 
Thank you.

Introduction
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General Information

1. First name:*

2. Last name:*

Other (please specify)

3. What is your undergraduate major?*
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Academic Career

4. How long have been at FSC?*

5. What is your academic rank by credit hours?*
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Research, Scholarship and Creative Activities Participation

6. At FSC, have your participated in ...*

Undergraduate research

Creative activites

Scholarship

None of the above

 
Not at all
important

Low
importance

Slightly
important Neutral

Moderately
important

Very
important

Extremely
important

Undergraduate research

Creative activites

Scholarship -
communication of
research or creative
works

7. How important is it to you that you engage in...?*
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The following questions on this page pertain to major courses - i.e. courses directly in your major
or through your department.

Major Coursework

8. Thinking about major courses you have taken or currently taking, check all that apply:*

Had one or more interdisciplinary courses

Presented at a centralized event for undergraduate research/creative presentations, not including Fiat Lux for your course

Prepared research papers or lab reports using primary literature

Developed skills/techniques necessary for research

Developed skills/techniques necessary for communicating research or creative works outside of class

Developed skills/techniques involving creative performances or projects

Met with instructional librarian

Evaluated data/work of others

Wrote briefing based on 'client' data

Attended seminars or talks by field experts/external consultants for or in your course

Participated in class-related field experiences

Participated in a co-curricular experience (on or off campus)

None of the above
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 Introductory (1000-level)
Intermediate (2000 or

3000-level) Advanced (4000-level) N/A

Had one or more
interdisciplinary courses

Presented at a
centralized event for
undergraduate
research/creative
presentations, not
including Fiat Lux for
your course

Prepared research
papers or lab reports
using primary literature

Developed
skills/techniques
necessary for research

Developed
skills/techniques
necessary for
communicating research
or creative works
outside of class

Developed
skills/techniques
involving creative
performances or
projects

Met with instructional
librarian

Evaluated data/work of
others

Wrote briefing based on
'client' data

Attended seminars or
talks by field
experts/external
consultants for or in your
course

Participated in a class-
related field experience

Participated in a co-
curricular experience
(on or off campus)

9. Thinking about your major courses, at what level have your been exposed to the following skills or
experiences? (Please check all that apply)

*
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The following questions pertain to non-major courses such as general education courses or
electives.

Non-major Coursework

10. Thinking about non-major courses you have taken or are currently taking, check all that apply:*

Had one or more interdisciplinary courses

Presented at a centralized event for undergraduate research/creative presentations, not including Fiat Lux for your course

Prepared research papers or lab reports using primary literature

Developed skills/techniques necessary for research

Developed skills/techniques necessary for communicating research or creative works outside of class

Developed skills/techniques involving creative performances or projects

Met with instructional librarian

Evaluated data/work of others

Wrote briefing based on 'client' data

Attended seminars or talks by field experts/external consultants for or in your course

Participated in class-related field experiences

Participated in a co-curricular experience (on or off campus)

None of the above
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 Introductory (1000-level)
Intermediate (2000 or

3000-level) Advanced (4000-level) N/A

Had one or more
interdisciplinary courses

Presented at a
centralized event for
undergraduate
research/creative
presentations, not
including Fiat Lux for
your course

Prepared research
papers or lab reports
using primary literature

Developed
skills/techniques
necessary for research

Developed
skills/techniques
necessary for
communicating research
or creative works
outside of class

Developed
skills/techniques
involving creative
performances or
projects

Met with instructional
librarian

Evaluated data/work of
others

Wrote briefing based on
'client' data

Attended seminars or
talks by field
experts/external
consultants for or in your
course

Participated in a class-
related field experience

Participated in a co-
curricular experience
(on or off campus)

11. Thinking about non-major courses, at what level have your been exposed to the following skills or
experiences? (Please check all that apply)

*
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 Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always N/A

Repond to questions in
class that require critical
thinking or research an
answer

Support your opinions
with logical arguments

Seek solutions to
problems and explain
them to others

Analyze multiple sources
of information before
coming to a conclusion

Evaluate the quality or
reliability of information
you receive

Seek alternative
solutions to a problem

Explore topics on your
own, even though it was
not required for a class

Accept mistakes as part
of the learning process

Recognize biases that
affect your thinking

Write reflections or keep
journals

Find and evaluate peer-
reviewed academic or
professional articles

Write annotated
bibliographies

Give conference
presentation, project, or
performance

Distinguish between
trustworthy and
untrustworthy sources

Other (please specify)

12. Thinking about the major courses you have taken or currently taken, how often have you been asked
to:

*
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 Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always N/A

Repond to questions in
class that require critical
thinking or research an
answer

Support your opinions
with logical arguments

Seek solutions to
problems and explain
them to others

Analyze multiple sources
of information before
coming to a conclusion

Evaluate the quality or
reliability of information
you receive

Seek alternative
solutions to a problem

Explore topics on your
own, even though it was
not required for a class

Accept mistakes as part
of the learning process

Recognize biases that
affect your thinking

Write reflections or keep
journals

Find and evaluate peer-
reviewed academic or
professional articles

Write annotated
bibliographies

Give conference
presentation, project, or
performance

Distinguish between
trustworthy and
untrustworthy sources

Other (please specify)

13. Thinking about the non-major courses you have taken or currently taken, how often have you been
asked to:

*
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Student skills

 Poor Fair Good Very good Excellent N/A

Written communication

Oral communication

Critical thinking

Divergent thinking

Attention to detail

Application of research
findings

Teamwork skills

Technology skills

Finding primary sources

Persistence

Other (please specify)

14. Please rate the quality of research or creative skills you believe you had on entering FSC:*
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 Poor Fair Good Very good Excellent N/A

Written communication

Oral communication

Critical thinking

Divergent thinking

Attention to detail

Application of research
findings

Teamwork skills

Technology skills

Finding primary sources

Persistence

Other (please specify)

15. Please rate the quality of research or creative skills you believe your will have on graduating from your
major/program:

*
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QEP planning

16. As a student, how do you believe that FSC can help you improve research, scholarship or creative
activities skills through your courses?

*

17. As a student, how do you believe that FSC can help you improve research, scholarship or creative
activities skills through your co-curricular or extra-curricular activities?

*

18. What resources are necessary to increase your participation in undergraduate research, scholarship, or
creative activities within your department or program?

*
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